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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Fire Protection Functional Inspection Report 50-387/97-201 and 50-388/97-201

Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) is a dual unit station consisting of two General
Electric boiling-water reactors (BWR Type 4) having Mark II containments. The rated output of
Unit 1 is 1050 MWe and Unit 2 is rated at 1168 MWe. Unit 1 entered commercial operation in
June 1983 and Unit 2 started in February 1985. During the weeks of October 20-24 and
November 3-7, 1997, a team of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) engineers conducted a Fire Protection Functional Inspection (FPFI)
at SSES. The NRC staff held the FPFI exit meeting with the licensee on November 7, 1997.

Section 50.48 of Title 10 of the Code ofFederal Regulations (10 CFR 50.48) requires that all
operating nuclear power plants have a fire protection plan that satisfies General Design
Criterion (GDC) 3 of Appendix A of this part. Operating License NPF-14 (Unit 1)
Condition 2.C (6) and NPF-22 (Unit 2) Condition 2.C(3) specify that the licensee implement and
maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire protection program as described in the Fire
Protection Review Report (FPRR) for the facilities and as approved by the NRC Safety
Evaluation Report (SER) dated August 9, 1989. The NRC based its approval of the SSES fire
protection program on the licensee's commitment to follow the guidance of Appendix A to
Branch Technical Position (BTP) Auxiliary Power Conversion Systems Branch (APCSB) 9.5-1,
"Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants," and the licensee's commitment to
meet Sections III.G, III.J., and III.Lof Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

While this inspection included a risk-informed evaluation of the fire protection program
developed by the licensee, Pennsylvania Power and Light (PP&L), the inspection focused on
assessing the fire safety factors at SSES Units 1 and 2 and the ability of each unit to achieve
and maintain safe-shutdown conditions in the event of fire in any area of the plant.

Specific areas reviewed by the Fire Protection Functional Inspection team included:

~ Compliance with Sections III.G, III.J, and III.Lof Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 and the
plant's ability to achieve, maintain, and implement the post-fire safe-shutdown capability.

The adequacy of separation and/or protection provided for redundant trains of
equipment and cables required to achieve and maintain safe-shutdown conditions in the
event of fire.

The scope of the analysis performed and the adequacy of protection provided for non-
essential associated circuits of the plant's post-fire safe-shutdown capability.

The post-fire alternative shutdown analysis methodology and the adequacy of
procedures developed to implement this methodology.

Whether the plant fire protection program has been fully implemented and maintained in
accordance with the guidance of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1.
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~ The 10 CFR 50.59 change process as applied to the fire protection program and how
the process assures the NRC-approved fire protection program is maintained.

~ The ability to mitigate the consequences of a fire resulting from a plant event.

In addition, the FPFI team reviewed fire safety considerations that are not expressly addressed
by the fire protection regulation. For example, the team assessed the plant fire protection
program and licensee initiatives to implement improvements in state-of-the-art fire detection,
control, and extinguishment technology.

o 'ni

The following items in the area of fire protection engineering and program implementation were
identified during this inspection:

During a plant walkdown, in the essential safeguards service water (ESSW) pump
house, the team found that Nuclear Department Administrative Procedure (NDAP)
NDAP-QA-0440, Rev. 2, "Control of Transient Combustible/Hazardous Materials," and
NDAP-QA-0552, Rev. 1, "Transient Equipment Controls," were not fully implemented in
that plant personnel failed to adequately control transient combustible materials and to
perform the appropriate engineering evaluation on securing transient equipment to plant
components or structures (see Report Section F1.1).

The team found the fire brigade equipment disorganized and not ready to be rapidly
transported to the fire scene and promptly deployed. Problems with equipment logistics
and deployment could affect the fire brigade's ability to control and extinguish a fire in a
timely manner. 'The team also noted that the licensee has prohibited the use of fire
fighting foam on site and considers this a weakness. In the event of a fire involving
flammable or combustible liquids, the use of fire fighting foam can improve manual fire
control and extinguishment effectiveness and at the same time provide re-flash
protection to fire brigade personnel (see Report Section F2.1.1).

The team observed a fire brigade unannounced drill. This drill scenario was a fire in the
B diesel generator room. Since the diesel generators are accessed from the outdoors,
the fire brigade van was used to provide support equipment. It took the brigade
23 minutes to get ready and into position with a hose line to enter the diesel generator
room. A critique was held immediately after the drill. The most significant issue
identified during the critique was that the brigade leader couldn't understand the
transmissions from personnel wearing self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBAs).
After the critique, the team noted the extensive amount of time required for the first hose
team to reach the fire area and the general uninterested attitude exhibited by the
brigade members (see Report Section F3.3).

The tearri noted that the Nuclear Training Department does not track the physical
(medical) examinations of the fire brigade members. However, ifa physical is overdue,
the member's name appears on the monthly fire brigade report. Operations Department



had changed over to biennial physicals for fire brigade members in 1995. The entire
operations fire brigade complement received its first biennial physicals in 1996. The
team pointed out that the NDAP-QA-0445 requirements still called for annual physicals
and the basis for this change was questioned. The change to biennial fire brigade
physical examinations does not satisfy the medical criteria established by industry
standards and NRC fire protection program guidelines or requirements for the fire
brigade members to have annual physical examinations, as established by plant
procedure NDAP-QA-0445 (see Report Section F4.1).

~ The team's review of the depth and scope of the fire protection program audits
determined that they did not fully assess compliance with Appendix-R. The 1994; 1995;
and 1996 fire protection program audits did not perform audit samples in the following
areas: design basis, reverification of plant fire protection features; reverification of the
fire-induced electrical fault evaluation and the electrical-engineering aspects of
Appendix R (e.g., fuse breaker coordination, common enclosure, spurious

equipment'perations);reverification of systems and logic used to support the safe-shutdown
methodology and the fire protection features for those systems; reverification and
evaluation of operatiorial implementation of the safe-shutdown analysis; evaluation of
major plant modifications for potential impact on the plant fire protection program and/or

'he plant safe-shutdown analysis (see Report Section F5.2).

The licensee's off-normal (ON) procedure ON-037-001 states that the condensate
transfer system (CTS) or other method of maintaining keepfill is required for high-
pressure core injection (HPCI), reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC), the core spray
system (CSS), and residual heat removal (RHR) to prevent water hammer in the
discharge piping. The CTS and the cross-tie to the demineralized water system
alternative keepfill scheme are not powered from a 1E bus, which would make them
unavailable during a fire event that causes the loss of offsite power (LOOP). Since
normal methods of maintaining keepfill were not credited by SSES for post-fire safe
shutdown, the team noted that the loss of this capability may result in excessive water
hammer in required shutdown systems. To preclude such an occurrence, PP8L has
developed an alternate keepfill scheme which involves the installation of a temporary
cross-tie, using a hose to supply water from the fire water system to the CTS. Since this
scheme involved manual actions with staged equipment, the licensee was asked to
demonstrate the scheme's feasibility.. During the team's walkthrough of the procedure,
tools and equipment required to make the connection between the CTS and the fire
water system were not available. Additionally, the team noted that the emergency
lighting in th'e area where actions were to be performed did not appear to be sufficient
(see Report Section F6.1.1).

The licensee was granted an exemption to use an automatic depressurization
system/core spray (ADS/CS) shutdown methodology in lieu of an RCIC/HPCI
high-pressure methodology. The acceptance of this method was based on the
licensee's claim that this low-pressure methodology did not allow the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) water level to go below top of active fuel (TAF). In EC-013-0843 (pg. 70),
the licensee stated that spurious safety relief valve (SRV) opening from fire-related
damage could cause the RPV water level to go below TAF. Additionally, in calculation
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EC-013-0509, "Minimum Reactor Water Level Under Spurious SRV Operation During a
Control Room Fire," Rev. 1, dated July 7, 1994, the licensee did a thermal-hydraulic
analysis and found that the spuriously opening one or two SRVs would cause the RPV
water level to go below TAF (see Report Section F6.1 ~ 1).

The licensee's ON procedures for post-fire safe shutdown are symptom based. These
procedures direct the operators to use other off-normal and emergency operating
procedures (EOPs), depending o'n the availability of plant equipment. However, these
other procedures do not take into account the impact of fire damage, including the
potential for fire-induced spurious signals on shutdown systems. For example, the
normal shutdown procedures would not contain cautions on the possibility that hot .

shorts could change valve positions or give the operators false instrumentation
readings. In reviewing the.licensee's procedures for implementing a safe shutdown of
the plant following a fire in plant areas not requiring main control room (MCR)
evacuation, the team found that preferred instrumentation and equipment that would be
free of fire damage was not identified by the safe-shutdown procedures by fire area or
fire zone, although this information was available in the licensee's safe-shutdown
analysis (SSA). These procedures did not provide guidance regarding the manual
operator actions which may have to be performed for specific fire area or zones in order
to implement post-fire safe shutdown. Depending on the location of the fire, the
licensee's SSA requires different post-fire safe shutdown manual actions to be
performed for different fire areas (see Report Section F6.2.1).

~ The team verified that RPV level and temperature instruments identified in the EOPs are
not necessary to satisfy a literal interpretation of Appendix R requirements and staff
guidance and that failure to perform repair activities speciTied in procedure would not
preclude the ability to achieve and maintain post-fire safe shutdown (PFSSD). However,
from discussions with plant operators it appears that the availability of these instruments
would significantly enhance the shutdown capability. As a result it is expected that
during a fire event operators would request plant instrumentation and control (l&C)
technicians to perform the repair activities as specified in the procedure. Based on a
walkdown of procedural actions necessary to perform the repairs, it was determined that
actions necessary to install the temporary RPV temperature indication were not feasible;
technicians would need to erect scaffolding, and work in a high-radiation area (straddling

., a RHR line that is approximately 20'ff the floor). In addition, there was no emergency
lighting, and equipment and tools necessary to perform repairs were not dedicated for
use (see Report Section F6.2.2) .

~ The team identified issues associated with the installed fire detection system and its
ability to meet the minimum installation criteria established by the applicable National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA)'code of record (COR). High ceilings, deep beam
pockets, and detector spacing limitations should be considered simultaneously in
establishing the limiting parameters of the system design. Evaluating one parameter,
without considering the others, willgive a false impression of the design. The licensee
could not adequately demonstrate that the fire detection system in the areas inspected
met minimum industry fire protection codes. Specifically, the licensee could not
demonstrate that the design considered all environmental and physical aspects of the
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installation including, but not limited to high ceilings, effects of, the ventilation system on
smoke movement, obstructions, and beam pocket ceiling construction (see Report
Section F6.4.1).

~ The team identified plant conditions that could affect the ability of the sprinkler system to
react to a fire. The team concluded that certain sprinklers systems installed at SSES
exhibited weaknesses in meeting the NFPA COR. Specifically, the COR guidance
pertaining to the placement of sprinkler heads, sprinkler head coverage, and
obstructions to the area of coverage (see Report Section F6.4.3).

~ . From its review of CO, suppression systems installed at SSES, the team concluded that
these systems, because of the lack of appropriate pre-operational system discharge
testing, might not be capable of performing their intended fire control function. In
addition, because of the licensee's concern about thermal shock to electrical equipment,
the team concluded that the application of these systems might not meet the intent of
GDC 3, "Fire Protection," of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 (see Report Section F6.4.4).

The team performed a walkdown of the standpipe hose stations in the control building.
SSES uses a Class II system as defined by the NFPA COR. The NFPA COR states:
"The number of hose stations for Class II service in each building and each section of a
building divided by fire walls shall be such that all portions of each story of the building
are within 30 feet of a nozzle when attached to not more than 100 feet of hose." During
the week of October 27, 1997, PP8L personnel walked down additional hose stations
and found that the hose strainers did not meet the licensing and design basis because
they could not provide the required area of coverage with the allotted 100'f hose (see
Report Section F6.4.5).

During the team's walkdown of emergency lighting, the licensee could not demonstrate
th'at adequate emergency lighting existed for supporting the following post-fire safe
shutdown operations: (1) checking the reactor water cleanup system (RWCU)
equipment for leakage, (2) opening breaker 1Y219-018 to stop RWCU leakage or
diverting reactor water to radwaste or the condenser via RWCU, and (3) closing flow
control valve HV-243-F023A at motor control center 2B237043. In addition, the required
emergency lighting units (ELUs) in the E diesel generator building were not receiving
appropriate testing and maintenance (see Report Section F6.5.1).

~ The team identified several weaknesses with the Individual Plant Examination of
External Events (IPEEE) fire analysis and its assumptions: (1) large fires due to
combustibles allowed by administrative limits are not modeled, (2) the cable spreading
room has been omitted from the analysis as lacking combustibles even though cables in
the cable spreading room are combustible and transient combustibles are allowed in the
room by procedure, and (3) cabinet 1C601, the emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
cabinet in the control room, has penetrations between cabinet sections and can
potentially be damaged in a single fire (see Report Section F6.6).
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The PPBL technical personnel supporting the inspection exhibited a great deal of
interest in and knowledge of the fire protection features and post-fire safe shutdown
capability of SSES; Additionally, the team found licensee representatives to be candid,
clear, and informative. They were professional and knowledgeable of NRC fire
protection regulations and guidance and the corporate history of the development of the
SSES fire protection program. The plant's fire protection features and post-fire safe-
shutdo'wn capability. The high quality of the licensee's technical, operations, and
management organizations responsible for ensuring the post-fire safe-shutdown
capability of SSES was viewed as a.major strength by the team.

The scope and depth of the training program for operators at SSES was observed to be
good. This observation was supported by the simulator demonstration that was carried
out by the "shift in training" for an MCR fire scenario.

The techniques developed for aiming the emergency lighting units and maintaining the
proper aim were good. The aiming markings on the units and their lamp receptacles
were easily identifiable and supported the ready verification of proper aim.

PP8L identified the fire-resistive limitations of its Kaowool raceway fire barrier systems
and initiated a proactive response to the technical concerns (e.g., thermal performance
limitations). PP8 L has included these barrier systems in the scope of its Thermo-Lag
resolution program.

The licensee implemented the necessary plant modifications to its essential post-fire
safe-shutdown-related motor-operated valves (MOV) eliminating the fire-induced
spurious actuation and the resulting valve control and functional operation concerns.
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IV.Blat
Control of Fire Protection Activities

om us'ri r /Fire az edu 0

c n

. The team reviewed NDAP-QA-0440, Rev. 2, "Control of Transient
Combustible/Hazardous Materials," observed conditions in the plant, and discussed
combustible material control with the site fire protection engineer (SFPE).

b. b erv ion n
'

s

NDAP-QA-0440 establishes the administrative controls for the use and storage of
combustible and hazardous materials in, the plant. The intent of the procedure is to
minimize the amount of.transient material in the plant. The procedure establishes a
permit system for bringing transient combustibles into the plant and for the use of
temporary space heaters. The SFPE approves the permits after reviewing the other
hazards at the proposed location and imposing any necessary limits. Maximum
allowable transient combustible loadings have been established for the safety-related
areas of the plant, specified as equivalent average fire severity when equated to the
standard time-temperature curve. It should be noted that this practice has theoreticaliy
been determined to be technically incorre'ct. The.NFPA "Fire Protection Handbook,"
18th Edition, discusses the limitations and inaccuracies associated with using this
method to make a fire hazard assessment or evaluation. For non-safety-related areas,
the loading has been limited to 15 minute fire severity for transient combustible
materials. The procedure also establishes rrIaximum transient combustible amounts
which would not require permits (such as 9 maslin mops or 5 pounds of Class A
combustibles). Aerosols, open flames, and combustion-generated smoke are not
permitted for leak testing. Fire protection personnel'are to perform inspections monthly
(weekly during outages) and have discrepancies corrected by the responsible work
gi'oup.

During tours of the plant, the team noted that general adherence to the procedure
requirements was good. Transient materials for work in progress (such as painting and
erection of temporary work space) were permitted as necessary, and no accumulation of
combustible material was found in the plant. One exception was noted: two
plastic-cased backpack type vacuum cleaners and several mops in the transient
material area at the east end of the ESSW pump house. When the team questioned
whether this material should have had a permit, the items were removed from the area.

In addition to the combustible material, the team noted a portable stairway chained and
padlocked to a spare conduit at the east end of the ESSW pump house.



NDAP-QA-0552, Rev. 1, "Transient Equipment Controls," prohibits securing transient
equipment to snubbers, piping, or conduit without engineering approval. The team
requested the engineering evaluation and approval for securing the stairs to the conduit.
No evaluation or approval could be found, and the stairway was secured to the nearby
structural steel as permitted by NDAP-QA-0552.

c. QggZl~usio

Based upon review of the governing procedure and observations of conditions in the
plant, the team concluded that appropriate controls of transient combustible material
had been developed and were generally being implemented. However,-the team did
identify two conditions where personnel did not adhere to appropriate administrative

'ontrols.

Plant Technical Specifications (TS), Section 6.0, "Administrative Controls," subsection
6.8.1, requires written procedures to be established, implemented, and maintained
covering the activities recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33,
Rev. 2, February 1978. Appendix A of RG 1.33 specifies that general procedures for
control maintenance and administrative procedures to govern the fire protection
program be established.

Contrary to the above, during a plant walkdown the team identified conditions in the
ESSW pump house where procedures NDAP-QA-0440, Rev. 2, "Control of Transient
Combustible/Hazardous Materials," and NDAP-QA-0552, Rev. 1, "Transient Equipment
Controls," were not fully implemented in that plant personnel failed to adequately control
transient combustible materials and to perform the appropriate engineering evaluation
on securing transient equipment to plant components or structures. This is identified as
an unresolved item, Failure to followplant administrative control procedures in the
ESSW pump house. (Unresolved Item 50-387, 388/97-201-01)

nii S c /Fi Ri e

c ion

To evaluate the controls on ignition sources, the team reviewed NDAP-QA-0442,
"Control of Ignition Sources," observed activities in the plant involving welding and
grinding, and spoke with several fire watches and a work supervisor regarding co'ntrol of
welding activities. In addition, an inspector reviewed the historical records documenting
fires at the site since 1993.

b. O rva
' 'n

The control of ignition sources procedure applies to hot work within any plant building
and within 50 feet of any plant building, structure, tank, or transformer. The intent of the
procedure is to prevent fires by controlling the conditions under which hot worl: is
performed. The procedure does not apply to normal hot work performed in the
maintenance shops and the chemistry lab. During unit operation, hot work permits are
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only valid for periods of less than 24 hours. During unit shutdown, permits may extend
beyond 24 hours, but are only valid for the duration of the specific job.

Before the work starts, a fire watch must be provided..The fire watch must prepare the
work area beforehand, in accordance with an attachment to the permit. The fire watch
must remain on station for a minimum of 30 minutes after the completion of the hot
work.

During a tour of the facility, the team discussed fire watch responsibilities with two hot
work fire watches and a work supervisor. They were waiting for the 30-minute post-
work period to expire. The area had been prepared either by removing combustible
materials or by covering them with fire retardant-blanket material ~ In addition, the team
noted that gaps where sparks could escape the work area were covered with fire-
retardant blanket material. The fire watches were knowledgeable of their duties and
responsibilities, and the location of permanent plant fire fighting equipment in the event
their issued fire extinguishers proved to be inadequate. The work supervisor stated that
the job planning included stopping welding and grinding sufficiently before shift end and
lunch breaks to accommodate the 30-minute post-work observation requirement.

The records of fires at the site since 1993 show 17 fires within the protected area during
that time. Nine of those fires were related to hot work activities. Of the nine hot-work-
related fires, seven resulted from material in the work area (material hidden inside the
pipe or beam pocket or under or attached to protective covering, a tool belt left during
lunch), and one resulted from a spark leaving the hot work area and traveling 40'. All
nine hot-work-related fires were extinguished by the fire watches using portable fire
extinguishers.

c. ~ol~u

Based on observation of conditions in the plant, discussions with the fire watch
personnel, and a review of historical records, the team concluded that the hot-work

'control program, in conjunction with properly trained and posted fire watch personnel,
has been effective in minimizing the impact plant fires caused by hot work may have on
safe plant operations. However, given that seven fires resulted from exposed
combustible materials in the work area, it would appear that more attention is warranted
to removing combustible materials from the area or shielding them from hot work
activities.

F2 Status of Fire Protection Facilities and Equipment

F2.1 Pl T ur ndl s ci ofFi o cio E
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Accompanied by the SFPE, the team conducted an inventory of the fire brigade sheds
and van. An inspector also evaluated storage conditions and equipment accessibility.

b. — Observa io a i

There are three sheds located in the plant buildings for storing fire brigade equipment:
one in the circulating water pump house (676'levation), one at the south end of the
Unit 2 turbine building next to the access point (676'levation), and one on the turbine

'peratingfloor (729'levation) between the generators. Each shed contains a full
complement of, fire fighting protective clothing and turnout gear for the brigade
members, a set of pre-fire plans, an electric smoke removal fan, and extra hose
nozzles. The turbine building sheds also contain emergency medical and victim
transport equipment. In addition, the fire brigade van contains a full complement of
protective fire fighting clothing for the brigade members, along with extra hose, nozzles,
access equipment, and a set of pre-fire plans. Lockers in both the north and the south
gate houses contain two full sets of protective fire fighting clothing.

Storage of the manual fire protection equipment was not well organized. In addition, the
team did not notice a plan for equipment and transporting the equipment to the scene of
the fire in a timely manner and deploying it. There was no consistent placement of
flashlights, gloves and hoods, or turnout coats within the sheds. Although orderly
placement is not a requirement, the fire brigade response could be delayed as the
brigade members search for where they put their gloves, hoods, boots, etc., after last
using them (see discussion in Section F3.1).

In addition, with regard to the combustible-liquid fire hazards on site (e.g., turbine lube
oil, hydrogen seal oil unit, transformers) the team n'oticed that the plant did not have
adequate fire fighting foam capability on site. 'The licensee based its position to prohibit
fire fighting foams from being brought and used on site on the SER dated April 1981,
which restricted the use of fire fighting foam in new fuel storage areas. The basis of the
NRC's acceptance of this was that the licensee in Amendment 27 to its Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) stated that no fire fighting foam systems would be installed
anywhere in the plant. The licensee's interpretation of this SER is that foam is not
allowed on site. The prohibition potentially diminishes the fire brigade's ability to safely
fight a fire involving flammable or combustible-liquid fire hazards and to control potential
re-flash fire conditions.

The team does not concur with the licensee's interpretation of the SER as totally
prohibiting the use of fire fighting foam on site. This is considered a program weakness.
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c.
„QoOg~s'ased

on the observations of the fire brigade equipment, the team concluded that it was
not well organized and that the logistics of rapidly transporting equipment to the fire
scene and rapidly deploying it could affect the fire brigade's ability to control and
extinguish a fire in a timely manner. In addition,,the team noted that the licensee has
prohibited the use of fire fighting foam on, site. The team considers this a program
weakness, Fire brigade effectiveness to control and extinguish a fiammable or
combustible-liquids fire impacted by the policy to restrict the use of fire fighting
foams on site.

F2.1.2 e o 're io ui en

lo
I

During tours of the facility, the team observed the material condition of the permanently
installed manual fire fighting equipment and portable fire extinguishers. The team also
discussed the fire protection equipment performance with the SFPE and the fire
protection system engineer.

b. s a

The team found that the portable extinguishers were in their assigned locations, were all
within their inspection frequency, and were not obstructed. The hose reels were found
to be in good repair, with the hoses all within their hydrostatic test interval and the
nozzles free of foreign material. The lack of bulging and water-filled hoses indicated
that the root valves all shut off tightly and were not leaking. The fire pumps appeared to
be well-maintained, and the low run-time of the jockey pump (several minutes every
half hour) indicated that the fire main system was not leaking excessively.

c. gi~~
Based on the observed condition of the manual fire fighting equipment installed in the
plant, the team concluded that it was in good repair and well-cared-for.

F2.2 'r e Su illa c Li ii dii f r r i

Jggys~ur

a. s 0 c

The team observed the monthly surveillance run of the diesel engine-driven fire pump,
reviewed results of several engine-driven fire pump tests over the years, reviewed
several years'ystem flow tests, and discussed the testing with the SFPE and fire
protection system engineer. The tests observed or reviewed included the following:

~ SO-13-001, Rev. 12, Monthly Diesel and Motor Driven Fire Pump Run,
performed October 20, 1997
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SO-13-001, Rev. 12, performed June 30, 1997

SO-13-001, Rev. 11, performed July 1 and 2, 1996

SO-13-001, Rev. 10, performed June 25, 1995

SO-1 3-001, Rev. 10, performed June 26, 1994

SO-13-001, Rev. 9, performed June 20, 1993

SE-13-001, Rev. 5, Three Year Fire Protection System Flow Test, conducted
September 9, 1997

SE-13-001, Rev. 4, conducted September 13, 1994

~ SE-1 3-001, Rev. 2, conducted August 28, 1991

b. Ob erv io

n in -Dr

For the routine tests of the engine-driven fire pump, the pump is started and run at a
flow of 2500 gallons per minute (gpm), and operating data for the pump and engine are
monitored and recorded. The data recorded include pump suction pressure, pump
discharge pressure, pump flow rate in gpm, engine oil pressure, engine cooling water
temperature, and engine speed in revolutions per minute (rpm). Engine parameters are
recorded from the skid-mounted indicators. In addition, the calibration of the pressure
switch for the automatic start of the pump is checked by isolating the switch from the
system, bleeding the sensing line, and recording the pressure at which the pump starts.

During the surveillance run of the diesel engine-driven fire pump on October 20, 1997,
the operator in attendance at the fire pump noted slight leakage at the pump discharge
pressure relief valve. The leakage was noted on the surveillance procedure to identify
the need for a corrective maintenance work order. The pump started at the appropriate
pressure, and the pump discharge pressure at 2500 gpm was within the acceptable
range. The engine performance parameters (oil pressure, cooling water temperature,
rpm) were within the expected ranges, showing that there had not been significant
degradation of the pump over time.

In reviewing the historical data for the June tests, an inspector identified that the engine
oil pressure had decreased from 70 pounds per square inch (psi) during the June 1993
test to 40 psi during the June 1997 and October 1997 tests. When the inspector
questioned the significance of the decreasing trend, the SFF'E and system engineer
were unable to provide an answer, since they did not trend the data and were, therefore,
unaware of the trend.
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The fire protection system engineer checked the vendor manual for the engine-driven
pump and determined that the normal oil pressure at operating temperature is 30-70 psi.
A query to the. manufacturer resulted in information that the experience, industry-wide
(for this model of engine-driven fire pump), was operating oil pressure in the range of
4045 psi. The SFPE and system engineer surmised that the earlier years'eadings had
been taken before the engine reached full operating temperature.

ss 'ePo'on ae S e I

The fire protection water system is tested every 3 years to demonstrate the
underground piping system has not significantly degraded. The test-setup included
starting the electric motor-driven flire'pump to provide a pressure source and to avoid an
automatic start. The system static pressure is recorded with the motor-driven pump
running and no flow in the system. Flow is then established through seven different flow
paths (at 2000 gpm), in sequence, and the system residual pressure is recorded. In
addition, a test is performed to demonstrate that at least 750 gpm can be provided to
the hydrant at the ESSW pump house. Acceptance criteria are then developed by
multiplying the measured pressure drop by the design system resistance coefficient to
get a calculated flow rate. The calculated flow rate must be less than the flow rate
measured during the flow test by at least 10 percent. There is no requirement to plot
the flow characteristic curve for the flow path and compare the curve to prior test results.

The test results for the three flow tests reviewed, covering a 6 year span, showed that
the pressure drop to obtain 2000 gpm through each of the seven paths had decreased.
This would indicate that the interior pipe walls have become smoother and/or larger
during the past 6 years. A closer review of the data showed that the static pressure also
steadily increased over the 6 years. When the inspector brought this to the attention of
the SFPE and system engineer and asked for an explanation of the results, they were
again unaware of the condition, since they did not trend the data. A review of the work
authorizations for 1991 showed that the motor-driven pump discharge pressure relief
valve was worked on during January, July, and August'1991. The SFPE and the
system engineer surmised that excessive leakage through the pressure relief valve was
causing the pump to operate further out on the pump curve, causing a larger discharge
pressure drop for the same flow rate at the hydrants.

After the discussions with the inspector, the SFPE and the fire protection system
engineer stated that they would reconsider whether they should be trending the pump
and system performance data.

c. ~~ius ~
Based on the review of the test procedures, observation of testing activities, and review
of past test data, the inspector determined that the testing being performed adequately
demonstrated that the high pressure fire protection water system supplies are adequate
and the system is operable. In all cases reviewed, the system or pump met the
acceptance criteria. The team considered that the lack of performance data trending by
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the fire protection staff limited their ability to recognize performance trends that provide
early indication of degrading equipment before actual test failures.

F3 Fire Protection Staff Performance

F3.1 'r Br''Ee 'e

The team observed an unannounced fire drill to review fire brigade response and the
efficiency and effectiveness of their fire control and suppression activities. = This drill was .

conducted on November 5, 1997. 'In addition, the team observed the post-drill critique.
The team discussed its drill observations with the SFPE.

The team observed a fire drill scenario which was based on an actual event in
June 1993. This drill involved smoking insulation on the exhaust piping of a diesel
generator. The following time line is based on the team's observation of the fire
brigade's initial response:

1630 The control room is notified of smoke in. the B diesel generator room.

1640 Operations personnel respond to the B diesel generator room and check for fire.
The drill is announced over the plant public address system and the fire brigade
is asked to respond. The control room briefs the responding fire brigade leader
of the conditions found in the diesel generator room and advises that the fire
appears to involve the diesel engine exhaust pipe.

1646 The first fire brigade member arrives on the scene.

1648 The fire brigade equipment van arrives. The remaining four fire brigade
members arrive. The fire brigade leader performs a briefing, using Pre-Plan
013-192.

During the briefing the fire brigade puts on its protective clothing

1700 Allfire brigade members are ready to fight fire. They use hose house 1FH-104
and its equipment. A 2-1/2 inch diameter fire hose line is used to supply water to
a gated wye controlling two 1-1/2 inch diameter attack hose lines.

1703 The fire brigade leader calls for offsite assistance.

1705 The fire hose lines have been deployed and B diesel generator room is entered.

1715 The fire is declared out and the drill is terminated.
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The team observed the fire brigade make initial entry into the affected area, assess fire
location and conditions, communicate with the control room, suppress the fire, and
ventilate the affected fire area.

The team had the following observations concerning the performance of the fire brigade
in responding to the fire.

~ 'he fire brigade leader briefed the brigade members regarding the hazards in the
room and the status of the sprinkler system while they were putting on their gear.

It took the brigade members approximately 11 minutes to put on their personnel-
protective equipment. An excessive amount of time was spent in sorting out
boots to find pairs (two members didn't put on boots) and locating hoods, gloves,
and flashlights where they had been left after the last use (one brigade member
did not wear boots throughout the drill).

The team noted that the fire brigade members had problems donning their
SCBAs.

~ The team did not observe the fire brigade members checking the door for heat
before opening it, to enter the building, nor did the team notice the fire brigade
nozzle person check the nozzle pattern by flowing water through the nozzle
before opening the door.

~ The team observed hose deployment problems; the hose was not properly
advanced and the gated wye which controls the water to the attack line was not
turned on.

Since the diesel generator room accesses are from the outdoors, the fire brigade van
was-used to provide support equipment. The hose team entered the diesel generator
room 23 minutes after the fire was reported. The fire brigade leader remained at the
van and maintained radio contact with the main control room, the hose team, and the
backup and safety team.

A critique was held immediately after the drill. The most significant issue identified
during the critique was that the brigade leader couldn't understand the transmissions
from personnel wearing SCBAs.

After the critique, the team told the licensee that the first hose team took a long time to
reach the fire area and that the brigade members exhibited an apathetic attitude.

The team concluded that the fire brigade's drill performance was weak and fire
suppressior. activities would have been hampered by problems with equipment and fire
brigade personnel performance. This is identified as a program weakness, Fire
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brigade's effectiveness to control and suppress a fire during a drill exercise.
impaired by equipment logistics and deployment problems.

SI I e I

An inspector visited one of the three offsite fire companies (Salem Township) which
would respond in the event assistance was required, and discussed the company's
capabilities with the Fire Chief and Assistant Fire Chief. The inspector also checked the
quantity and condition of the equipment available. In addition, the inspector reviewed
records of fires at the site since 1993 to evaluate offsite responses.

b.

The Salem Township Fire Company is the first response company for SSES, with
Berwick and Shickshinny companies providing backup capability. Each company has
the ability to respond with approximately five members during the day shift (more
personnel available during evening and night hours). The local offsite fire department is
all volunteer and is generally funded by community donations, receiving no tax support
from the SSES plant.

The offsite fire companies drill at the site once a year and have training at the PP8L fire
school twice a year. The training at the PP8L fire school at Harwood includes
extinguishing oil fires using water spray. The three offsite fire departments rotate the
"first engine in" r'esponse during the onsite drills, so that all three departments are
familiar with the procedures and requirements.

When offsite assistance is requested, the fire brigade leader informs the offsite fire
department of what needs to be done, and the offsite department performs those
activities under their own fire scene commander. Each offsite team is provided with a
fire brigade member for assistance and guidance. Each off-site fire department carries
a set of adapters so that the various fire fighting equipment can be connected to the fire
suppression systems at the plant.

In the event of a major flammable liquid fire (such as a main transformer, paint storage,
or fuel tanker fire), the offsite fire department has 5 gallons of aqueous film-forming
foam (AFFF) concentrate available. In the event more foam is needed, it would have to
be brought in from a tank farm approximately 45 minutes away.

The Salem Township Fire Company responded to the site in April and October 1995 to
extinguish brush fires on the property, outside the protected area fence.

c

The team concluded that the local offsite volunteer fire department has limited resources
for handling some of the significant fire hazards on site. In addition, the team is
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concerned with the limited manning of the local offsite fire department and its lack of
having sufficient equipment to readily commit to a major fire on site. It is the team's
opinion that the offsite fire department is limited in capability and that the best way to
assure significant fires will be handled efficiently and effectively is to improve onsite
manual fire fighting capabilities and response.

F4 Fire Protection Staff Training and Qualifications

F4.1 ire B 'de '
e a'o

a. eci S

The inspector reviewed NDAP-QA-0445, Rev. 2, "Fire Brigade," and NTP-QA-53.1,
Rev. 6, "Susquehanna Fire Safety Training Program," to determine the scope and
content of the required fire brigade training program, including initial and continuing.
training. The inspector also reviewed training records for specific individuals, selected at
random, the Monthly Fire Brigade Report for October 1997, and discussed fire brigade
qualification with the SFPE, the Operations Department training coordinator, and the fire
instructor at the nuclear training center.

b. erv 'ns n Fi i
r

The SSES Fire Protection Review Report (FPRR) states in Section 3.2, Item 21, "Fire
Brigade": "The fire fighting program will utilize the appropriate National Fire Protection
Association codes'and standards as guidance." NFPA 27, "Private Fire Brigade,"
Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, "Fire Protection
Program for Nuclear Power Facilities Operating Prior to January 1, 1979," all provide-

'guidance on the training and qualification of fire brigade personnel. All these guidance
documents include, as part of maintaining fire brigade member's qualifications, an
annual physical examination to determine their ability to perform strenuous fire fighting
activities.

The fire brigade procedure, NDAP-QA-0445, specifies the training and qualification
standards for fire brigade members. The training consists of initial and continuing
training. The continuing training essentially repeats the eight initial training modules,
over a 2 year period, with one module of instruction presented each quarter. One
session each year is conducted at the corporate fire school, where brigade members
participate as a team and proactively extinguishing training fires.

The records of fire brigade training are maintained on the mainframe computer at the
corporate headquarters (in Allentown, PA) by the Nuclear Training Department. The
records are not available as a group and must be called up individually. The team
reviewed the records for six individuals, selected at random. One individual had not
completed the annual fire school within the required time period and had been removed
from fire brigade duties.
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The Nuclear Training, Department does not track the physical examinations of the fire
brigade members. However, ifa physical is overdue, the member's name appears on
the monthly fire brigade report. The physicals are tracked by the departmental training
coordinators. Discussions with the operations training coordinator revealed that

-Operations Department had changed over to biennial physicals for fire brigade members
in 1995. The entire operations fire brigade complement received their first biennial
physicals in 1996. When the team pointed out that the NDAP-QA-0445 requirements
still called for annual physicals, the response was "we'l make him change his
procedure." When the team questioned the basis for the change to biennial physicals, it
was informed that the company doctor in Allentown stated that they only needed to do
physicals every 2 years. This matter was discussed with the SFPE; who said that when
he raised the issue and mentioned that NFPA 600 (the current fire brigade standard)

'pecifiesannual physicals he was told that PP8L was not committed to NFPA 600. The
change to biennial fire brigade physical examinations by a health professional does not
satisfy the medical criteria established by industry standards and NRC fire protection
program guidelines or the requirements for the annual physical examination established
by plant procedure NDAP-QA-0445. This is identified as a program weakness, Failure
to meet NDAP-QA-0445 procedural requirements for annual physical for fire
brigade members.

c. ~oclgSsii

Based on the review of computerized training records, a monthly fire brigade report,
and'iscussionswith training center staff, the team found the training and qualiTication of fire

brigade members to be adequate, with the exception of the decision on the part of PP&L
not to perform annual physicals.

F5 Quality Assurance ln Fire Protection Activities

F5.1 S'e ir r c' i

a. e 'o Sc e

The team reviewed the licensee's method for assuring that the quality of the fire
protection program is properly maintained and that plant modifications do not impact the
post-fire safe-shutdown design.

b. Obs' i

The technical requirements and the design basis of the SSES Fire Protection Program
are governed by NDAP-OA-0449, "Susquehanna SES Fire Protection Program." Plant
modifications are governed by MFP-QA-2309, "Design Change Package/Engineering
Change Order Preparation." This procedure identifies the responsibilities and activities
required for the preparation and review, approval, issuance, and revision of design
change packages and engineering change orders. Section 6.3.2 of MFP-QA-2309
identifies the design inputs and considerations to be evaluated by the pr'ocess and
refers to MFP-QA-2308. MFP-QA-2308, "Design Inputs and Considerations," provides
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the requirements for preparing, reviewing, approving, and revising design inputs and
considerations. General Design Guide (GDG) 5, "Design Guide for Applicability Criteria

. for Design Considerations," of MFP-QA-2309 provides assistance to design engineers in
determining the applicability and implementation requirements for the design
considerations. GDG-5 item 28 and considerations 2, 46, and 47 are related to
maintaining the fire protection program, and the safe shutdown analysis.
Consideration 2 refers to MPF-QA-2218, "Design Requirements for Maintaining The
Safe Shutdown Requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R." This procedure provides
guidance and requirements for ensuring a modification maintains compliance with
Appendix R. Consideration 46 is related to ensuring the modification does not impact

~ the fire protection program licensing basis as described by the.FSAR, the FPRR; and
the plant TS. Consideration 47 c'ontrols the combustible load analysis. This
consideration provides guidance on compiling and maintaining all combustible loading
information on a fire zone basis.

c. ~on I~
The team did not have any findings within the area inspected and concluded that the
licensee has established a program which reviews proposed plant modifications to
determine. the potential impact they may have on the'approved plant fire protection
program, the combustible loading in the plant fire zones of concern, and the post-fire
safe shutdown analysis and methodology.

F5.2 nc ui
'o S e

The SSES TS, Section 6.5.2.8, paragraphs (I), (g), and (h), require certain'audits of the
fire protection program and its implementation to be performed. The team performed a
sample review of the scope of the TS-required fire protection program audits to
determine ifall aspects of the approved fire protection program were being audited.

b. bs io nd Fi din

The team reviewed the scope of the triennial fire protection program audit report dated
October 16, 1996, the annual fire protection inspection and audit reports dated
August 8, 1995, and October 17, 1994, and the recently completed 2-year audit draft
report, which had been performed to assist PP&L with its preparation for this FPFI.
Excluding the recently conducted audit, these audits generally evaluated specific fire
protection activities (e.g., fire watches, control of combustibles, maintenance of fire
protection systems); administrative activities related to fire protection (e.g., site
personnel fire fighting qualification and retraining, fire emergency plans); post-fire
safe-shutdown capability (e.g., fire protection for safe-shutdown capability, cable
separation, emergency lighting); design control; control of purchased material,
equipment, and services; the licensee's periodic inspections of the fire protection
program; test controls; control of nonconforming conditions; corrective action program;
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1

fire protection records; and resolution of findings and recommendations from previous
audits.

In reviewing the sampled fire protection audits, the areas evaluated, and the findings
and recommendations, the team noted that the audits did not routinely evaluate the
design basis for the fire protection program, specifically as it related to meeting the
technical requirements'of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. The team could not verify if
the audit program evaluated the following areas: design-basis reverification of plant fire
protection features; reveriTication of fire-induced electrical fault evaluation and the
electrical engineering aspects of Appendix R (e.g., fuse breaker coordination, common
enclosure, spurious equipment operations); reverification of systems and logic used to ..
support the safe shutdown'methodology and the fire protection features for'those
systems; reverification and evaluation of operational implementation of the safe
shutdown analysis; or the design review of major plant modifications for potential impact
on the plant fire protection program and/or the plant safe shutdown analysis.

c. QgrgLuu

The team concluded overall that the fire protection program audits could be improved
by increasing the depth and scope of the evaluation of the plant's fire protection
licensing and design basis and the plant's compliance with Appendix R. The team
identified this as a program weakness, Failure of fire protection audits to evaluate
the plant's compliance with Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

F6 Miscellaneous Fire Protection Issues

F61 P -F'

F6.1.1 S e o 'ev d a os- '
hu

The team reviewed the licensee's post-fire safe shutdown methods to determine ifthe
systems defined for use to achieve and maintain safe shutdown conditions satisfied the
reactor performance goals established by Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

b.

The systems used to achieve post-fire safe shutdown are required by Appendix R to
10 CFR Part 50 to be capable of achieving the following performance goals:

~ Reactivity control capable of achieving and maintaining cold shutdown reactivity
conditions (K,„< 0.99 and reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature less than

. or equal to 200 'F).

~ 'uring the post-fire shutdown, the RCS process variables shall be maintained
within those predicted for a loss of normal ac power, and the fission product
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boundary integrity shall not be affected (i.e., there shall be no fuel clad damage,
rupture of any primary coolant bouridary, or rupture of the containment
boundary).

Reactor coolant makeup capable of maintaining water level above the top of the
core for boiling water reactors (BWRs).

Process monitoring capable of providing direct readings to perform and control
the above functions.

— ~ Supporting functions capable of providing process cooling, lubrication, etc.,
'ecessaryto permit operation of the equipment used to achieve safe shutdown.

During the accomplishment of the above shutdown performance goats, equipment, and
systems used to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions are required to remain
free of fire damage. Repairs (e.g., lifting of leads, installation of jumpers, or replacement
of fuses) of systems necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions are not
allowed by the regulation. For equipment and systems used to achieve and maintain
cold shutdown conditions, repairs are permissible. However, the extent of these repairs
is constrained by the amount of time available for them to be accomplished.
Specifically, for plant areas which will not require control room abandonment and
implementation of an alternative shutdown capability, cold shutdown systems must be
capable of being repaired within 72 hours. For areas where implementation of an
alternative shutdown capability may be necessary, fire damage must be limited to allow
repair of the cold shutdown systems and achievement of cold shutdown conditions
within 72 hours.

Safe shutdown is defined by SESS as the successful accomplishment of the following
plant conditions:

:Th I yp«yphq'F.
K,„ is less than or equal to 0.99, the reactor coolant makeup function is capable
of maintaining'reactor coolant level above the top of active fuel, reactor decay
heat is being removed at a rate approximately equal to its generation rate, and
the reactor mode switch is in the shutdown position.

qddddd. 'Th I y p I q I I h
200 'F and K is less than 0.99.

~ +i~do~: The transient condition between hot and cold shutdown where heat
removal exceeds heat generation.

The following paragraphs provide a detailed evaluation of the licensee's approach to
.meeting the post-fire safe-shutdown performance goals described above, as referenced
in the licensee's SSA Criterion EC-013-0843, Rev. 1.
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Reactivity Control Function

The reactivity control function is accomplished by the hydraulic insertion of control rods
resulting from a manual reactor scram that is initiated by arming and depressing all four
manual scram push buttons for reactor protection system (RPS) Divisions 1, 2, 3, and 4,
located on MCR panels 1C201 and 2C201 for Unit 1 and Unit 2, respectively. The
reactor can also be manually scrammed from outside of the MCR by stopping either
RPS motor-generator set, A or B on both units.

r

Reactor Pressure and Coolant System Inventory Control

The licensee's SSA utilizes three distinct shutdown paths,,designated Paths 1, 2, and 3.
For Paths 1 and 3, the core spray system (CSS) is used in conjunction with Automatic
Depressurization System (ADS) for reactor pressure and coolant system inventory

. control. For the majority of fire areas, PPB L does not credit the availability of the normal
offsite power source. Therefore, since fire may cause a loss of offsite power, both units
may have to be shut down simultaneously. In this case, either HPCI or RCIC would be
utilized for reactor coolant makeup purposes in the non-fire-affected unit. Path 2, which
utilizes either RCIC or the RHR system operating in the low pressure core injection
(LPCI) mode in conjunction with ADS, is only used for shutdown from outside the MCR.
HPCI and RCIC normally take suction from the condensate storage tank (CST). Ifthe
CST inventory were expended, the suction would be realigned to the suppression pool.
CSS and RHR operating in the LPCI mode take suction only from the suppression pool.
A minimum of one SRV is required to reduce reactor pressure during cooldown when
using RCIC or HPCI. To rapidly reduce reactor pressure, a minimum of nine SRVs are
available to support CSS or LPCI operation, six of which can be operated from the
upper and lower relay rooms. Airto operate individual SRVs is stored in their respective
air accumulators.

Reactor Overpressure Protection Function

Reactor overpressure protection function is accomplished through the SRV system.
The self-actuating SRVs are located on the four main steam lines upstream of the
inboard main steam isolation valves (MSIVs). When the SRVs are opened, they reduce
reactor pressure by venting steam directly to the suppression pool. At SESS, there are
16 SRVs, and all are'available to perform this function.

Decay Heat Removal Function

For alternate shutdown Path 2, reactor decay heat is removed by the self-actuating
mode of SRV operation. Specifically, during high pressure isolation operation, decay
heat is removed from the reactor through the SRVs with the suppression pool as a heat
sink, using the RHR suppression pool cooling mode (hot shutdown) and the RHR
normal shutdown cooling mode of ope'ration (cold shutdown). The RCIC system is only
credited for maintenance of coolant inventory. While some of the decay heat will be
transferred from the vessel to the suppression pool through the RCIC pump turbine
exhaust line, the amount of decay heat removed is significantly less than the total decay
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heat generated in the reactor core. As a result, the remainder of the decay heat must
be transferred to the suppression pool through operation of the SRVs. The RHR and
residual heat removal service water (RHRSW) systems then transfer the decay heat
from the suppression pool to the ultimate heat sink. Since the RCIC system cannot
complete the entire function of transferring the decay heat load to the ultimate heat sink,
it is not credited as a decay heat removal system. During cold shutdown, decay heat
removal is achieved by utilizing the normal shutdown cooling mode, i.e., the RHR
system injecting directly to and from the reactor pressure vessel together with the
RHRSW system cooling the RHR heat exchanger.

For Paths 1 and 3, reactor decay heat is transferred after a reactor scram to the
suppression pool by depressurizing the reactor vessel, using the ADS. Reactor coolant
makeup is provided by different divisions of core spray while the reactor
depressurization function is provided by the ADS valves. The suppression pool is then
cooled using the suppression pool cooling mode of RHR with one loop of suppression
pool cooling for each path. Ifcoo!down of the RPV is required but cannot be
accomplished using normal shutdown cooling, alternate shutdown cooling is used in
conjunction with the CSS and ADS. To enter alternate shutdown cooling, primary and
secondary containment must be established (i.e., the reactor head vents, the MSIVs,
and the main steam line drain lines must ail be closed). During cold shutdown, decay
heat removal is achieved by utilizing the normal shutdown cooling mode, with the RHR
system'injecting directly to and from the reactor pressure vessel and RHRSW cooling
the heat exchanger.

Plant Monitoring and Instrumentation Function

In NRC Information Notice 84-09, the NRC identified the minimum instrumentation
considered necessary to achieve safe shutdown for BWRs: reactor vessel water level
and pressure, suppression pool level and temperature, level indication for all tanks used,
and any diagnostic instrumentation for shutdown systems required for operability. At
SESS, both suppression pool temperature and level may be monitored at the remote
shutdown panel. However, in the event of a control room fire there is a potential for loss
of both divisions of suppression pool temperature and level indication. Ifboth divisions
of suppression pool temperature indication at the remote shutdown panels fail,
suppression pool temperature may be inferred from suppression chamber atmosphere
temperature and atmosphere pressure indication, which are also available at the remote
shutdown panel. Because the chamber remains at a relatively constant volume, the
pool heatup or cooldown rate can be related to these two parameters. This deviation
(Deviation Request No. 2) was previously reviewed and approved by the staff in a safety
evaluation dated August 9, 1989.

For Paths 1 and 3, which consist of redundant Divisions 1 and 2, respectively, of the
ADS/CSS method, the reactor is scrammed on either high reactor pressure or low water
level by the nuclear boiler instrumentation., he high pressure scram protects the RPV
on high pressure and maintains the potential suppression pool temperature within
acceptable limits. The low water level scram ensures integrity of the fuel rods. In
addition, for Paths 1 and 3, reactor vessel makeup on low reactor water level must occur
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automatically. Reactor water level instrumentation provides the ADS/CSS initiation.
Pressure instrumentation is required to permit core spray initiation at lower pressure. In
the event that a fire in the upper or lower relay room disables the low pressure
permissive for core spray operation, the permissive can be bypassed in the control
room.

Safe Shutdown Support Functions

Support functions either remove heat or supply power to the process systems
performing the shutdown functions of reactivity control, reactor coolant makeup, reactor
depressurization, and heat removal.- The RHRSW system removes-heat from the
suppression pool during operation of RHR in the suppression pool cooling mode and
removes heat directly from the reactor loop through the RHR heat exchanger during
operation of RHR in the shutdown cooling mode. The emergency service water (ESW)
system provides equipment cooling through the appropriate room coolers in the reactor
building. ESW also provides cooling to the control building heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) system, which is required for equipment cooling in the control
building structure. Electrical power is supplied by the diesel generators and the
batteries to the various components through the ac and dc distribution systems.

Based on a review of the SSES SSA, the team selected a sample of required safe
shutdown equipment for detailed evaluation. The objective of this evaluation was to
assure that the equipment design, layout, and post-fire safe shutdown analytical
approach met the technical requirements of Appendix R.

Adequacy of Suppression Pool Cooling During Simultaneous Dual Unit Shutdown

In the licensee's SSA, it is stated that a fire outside the MCR also results in a LOOP.
This may leave only two RHR pumps on the same channel available for both units. In
this case, because of emergency diesel generator loading restrictions, interlocks prevent
the operation of the two RHR pumps on the same channel. As a result, only one unit at
a time can operate in the suppression pool cooling (SPC) mode. Pool cooling can only
be provided for both units by alternating operation of SPC between the two units
(staggered operation). The team was concerned that this operating methodology may
cause the suppression pool temperature limit to be exceeded. The team reviewed
EC-059-0545, Rev. 0, dated December 27, 1994, which analyzed the plant response for
this situation. The calculation assumes one unit is placed in SPC mode within 10
minutes after its suppression pool temperature reaches 90 'F. After 5 hours, SPC is
terminated on that unit and switched to the other unit . After 2 hours, it is returned to the
first unit. Staggered operation with 2 hour on/off cycles are continued until either
equipment becomes available to allow dual unit SPC operation or cold shutdown
conditions are achieved. The team found that neither unit exceeded the maximum pool
chamber design temperature of 220 'F. Additionally, since the bounding assumptions
for decay heat rate and RHR heat exchanger efficiency vi;are conservative, the team felt
that the actual SPC on/off cycles could be longer than assumed in the calculation and
that longer cycles could readily be incorporated in the safe shutdown procedure.
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Potential for Water Hammer in RCIC, HPCI, CSS, and RHR During LOOP Conditions

NRC Information Notice (IN) 87-10 describes a water hammer event which occurred
during a LOOP at a licensee's plant. Because of elevation differences, portions of the
RHR system piping were voided through draindown to the suppression pool. SSES
Procedure ON-037-001 states that the CTS or other method of maintaining keepfill is
required for HPCI, RCIC, CSS, and RHR to prevent water hammer in the discharge
piping. The"need for keepfill pressure to be above 50 psig is. stated in each of the above
system's operating procedures (i.e., OP-149-001 for RHR and OP-1 51-001 for CSS),
which are part of the licensee's symptom-based procedures for safe shutdown. This

.procedure also states that ifdischarge loop pressure in any of these systems drops
below 50 psig, the equipment should be declared inoperable.

The CTS, and the cross-tie to the demineralized water system alternative keepfill
scheme are not powered from a 1E bus, which would make them unavailable during a
fire event that causes a LOOP. Since normal methods of maintaining keepfill were not
credited by SSES for post-fire safe shutdown, the team noted that the loss of this
capability may result in excessive water hammer in required shutdown systems. To
preclude such an "occurrence, PP8L has developed an alternate keepfill scheme which
involves the installation of a temporary cross-tie, using a hose to supply water from the
fire water system to the CTS. Since this scheme involved manual actions with staged
equipment, the licensee was asked to demonstrate the scheme's feasibility. During the
team's walkthrough of the procedure, tools and equipment required to make the
connection between the CTS and the fire water system were not available. Additionally,
the team noted that the emergency lighting in the area where that actions were to be
performed did not appear to be sufficient.

As an immediate corrective action in response to the team findings, the licensee issued
a Condition Report (CR) to correct identified deficiencies and establish a more effective
method of providing keepfill in the long-term. As an interim compensatory measure,
until a long-.term resolution can be developed and im'plemented, PP8 L will reevaluate
the procedures involving the temporary connection to the fire water system and ensure
appropriate tools and equipment are properly staged and dedicated for use. Potential
long-term corrective actions described by PP8L included a modification to assure the
availability of keepfill in the event of fire or loss of offsite power, and/or the addition of
required keepfill pressure instruments to the Appendix R safe shutdown component list

'nd/orperformance of an analysis which demonstrates that ECCS systems can
adequately perform their functions for Appendix R fires without keepfill.

Purging of the Main Generator/Exciter Hydrogen. Cooling During a Loss of Offsite Power

Procedure E.O.-100-030 (symptom-based response to station blackout (SBO)) makes
provisions to vent hydrogen from the main generator before shedding the turbine
generator emergency seal oil pump. The licensee stated that this pump is powered
from the 250V dc bus and was required to be shut down to ensure a 4-hour capacity for
the 250V dc batteries. Haying this pump shut down during a LOOP without purging
would result in a release of hydrogen to the turbine building. To determine ifthe release
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. of. hydrogen would create a fire hazard in the turbine building, the licensee has,
. performed a calculation (EC-013-1057, "Turbine Building Hydrogen Concentration After

Loss of the Generator Seal Pump," Rev. 0, dated October 31, 1997), which the team
reviewed. Calculation results showed that ifall of the hydrogen in both of the main
generators were released to.the turbine building, the concentration, by volume, would be
approximately 1.3 percent, which is sufficiently less than the flammability limit of 4
percent. The team found that the calculation assumed that the building ventilation

, system was isolated and that all the hydrogen in the generator leaked into the turbine
deck atmosphere instantaneously. Based on its review, the staff found the calculation
sufficiently conservative to justify not requiring the seal pump for safe shutdown.

Capability to Maintain Reactor Coolant Level Above Top of Active Fuel

Appendix R specifies that a plant ha've sufficient post-fire safe shutdown capability to
maintain the reactor w'ater level above TAF. The licensee was granted a deviation (No.
33) to use the ADS/CS shutdown methodology (rapid reactor depressurization and the
use of low pressure core spray for reactor inventory makeup to achieve cold shutdown)'n lieu of using an RCIC/HPCI high pressure rriethodology which can achieve and
maintain hot shutdown conditions. The NRC based its acceptance of this method on the
licensee's claim that this low pressure methodology did not to allow the RPV water level
to go below, TAF. In EC-013-0843 (pg. 70), the licensee stated that spurious SRV
opening from fire-related damage could cause the RPV water level to go below TAF
Additionally, in calculation EC-013-0509, "Minimum Reactor Water Level Under
Spurious SRV Operation During a Control Room Fire," Rev. 1, dated July 7, 1994, the
licensee did a thermal-hydraulic analysis and found that the spuriously opening of 1 or 2
SRVs would cause the RPV water level,to go below TAF. A subsequent thermal-
hydraulic analyses, EC-THYD-1035, "In-Shroud Level Response for a Boildown .

Transient with ADS at TAF," Rev. 0, dated October 20, 1997, was performed by the
licensee to address this concern. Results showed that ifno SRVs actuated spuriously,
the core would remain covered with a two-phase mixture inside the shroud. The
calculation was terminated when the vessel pressure reached the shutoff head of the
core spray pumps (280 psig). In reviewing this calculation, the team asked the licensee
about the impact of spurious SRV actuation on the water level and the impact of void
collapse on water level ifvessel injection was required. Additionally, kinematic choking
could be a concern ifmultiple SRVs actuated spuriously.

The licensee is considering changing the designation of this shutdown path to
„"alternative shutdown" in accordance with Appendix R, Section III.L. According to the

licensee, most plant areas where redundant safe shutdown circuits are located are
protected by fixed suppression and detection systems.

onc us'o

Based on its audit of the licensee's post-fire safe shutdown analysis, the team
concluded that the analysis adequately addressed suppression pool cooling during fire
conditions which require the simultaneous shutdown of both units and the conditions
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resulting in the loss of hydrogen from the main generator/exciter during a fire that results .

in the loss of off-site power.

SSES Operating Licenses NPF-14 (Unit 1) Condition 2.C (6) and NPF-22 (Unit 2)
Condition 2.C(3) specify that the licensee implement and maintain in effect all provisions
of the approved fire protection program as described in the FPRR for the facilities and
as approved by the NRC SER dated August 9, 1989. The NRC based its approval of
the SSES fire protection program on the licensee's commitment to follow the guidance
of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants," and the licensee's commitment to meet Sections III.G, III.J., and III.Lof

- Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50;

Section III.G.1. of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, states: "Fire protection features shall
be provided structures, systems, and components important to safe shutdown. These
features shall be capable of limiting fire damage so that (a) one train of systems
necessary to achieve and maintain safe shutdown conditions from'the main control
room or emergency control station(s) is free of fire damage, and (b) systems necessary
to achieve and maintain cold shutdown from either the control room or emergency
control station(s) can be repaired within 72 hours."

Section III.L.2.e of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 specifies that "the supporting
functions shall be capable of providing process cooling, lubrication, etc., necessary to
permit the operation of equipment used for safe shutdown functions."

The team concluded that as of November 7, 1997, the licensee could not adequately
demonstrate the CTS or other method of maintaining keepfill pressure above 50 psig to
prevent water hammer in the HPCI, RCIC, CSS, and RHR discharge piping. In the
event a fire that results in a loss of offsite power, the alternative keepfill schemes are not
powered from a 1E bus, which would make them unavailable during a LOOP, and the
normal methods of maintaining keepfill'are not credited by SSES for post-fire safe
shutdown and, therefore may not be available to support post-fire safe-shutdown in the

'event of a control room fire. To preclude such an occurrence, PP8L has developed an
alternate keepfill scheme which involves the installation of a temporary cross-tie, using a

,hose to supply water from the fire water system to the CTS. This scheme involved
manual actions with staged equipment, and the team found that the tools and equipment
needed to make the connection between the CTS and the fire water system were not
available. The team has identified this as an unresolved item, Post-fire safe shutdown
methodology does not assure availability of keepfill system to prevent water
hammer in the HPCI, RCIC, CSS, and RHR system discharge piping. (Unresolved
Item, 50-387, 388/97-201-02)

Section III.L.1.e ofAppendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 specifies that "during the post-fire
shutdown the reactor coolant system process variables shall be maintained within those
predicted for a loss of normal ac power, and the fission product boundary integrity shall
not be affi.cted." In addition, Section III.L.2.b ofAppendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 specifies
"the reactor coolant makeup function shall be capable of maintaining the reactor level
above the top of the core for BWRs."
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The licensee was granted a deviation to use of ADS/CS shutdown methodology in lieu
of an RCIC/HPCI high pressure methodology. The acceptance of this method was
based on the licensee's claim that this low pressure methodology did not to allow the
RPV water level to go below TAF.

The team concluded that as of November 7, 1997, the licensee could not adequately
demonstrate that the reactor coolant system process variables would be maintained
within those predicted for a normal loss of ac or that the reactor water level would be
maintained above the top of the core. In engineering calculation EC-013-0843 (pg. 70),
the licensee stated that spurious SRV opening from fire-related damage could cause the
RPV water level to go below TAF. Additionally, in calculation EC-013-0509, "Minimum-
Reactor Water Level Under Spurious SRV Operation During'a Control Room Fire,"
Rev. 1, dated July 7, 1994, found that for the spuriously opening of one or two SRVs
could cause the RPV water level to go below TAF. This is identified as an unresolved
item, Failure of the'automatic depressurization system/core spray (ADS/CS) post-
fire safe shutdown methodology to meet the Appendix R reactor performance
goals by maintaining the reactor water level above the top of active fuel.
(Unresolved Item 50-387, 388/97-201-03)

F6.1.2 a'o ofP ow

Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 specifies, in part, that in the event of fire
in any plant area, one train of systems necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown
conditions remain free of fire damage.

On a sample basis, the team evaluated the adequacy of separation provided for power,
control, and instrument cabling associated with redundant trains of equipment relied on
to accomplish required post-fire shutdown functions. The evaluation focused on
systems, components, oi functions required to achieve and maintain hot shutdown
conditions, and included cables associated with components of the RHR, RHRSW,
RCIC, reactor vessel wide range level instrumentation, and, ESW. Table 1 lists the
specific components selected for review and summarizes the evaluation results.

b. 0
a'he

adequacy of separation provided for required safe shutdown functions was.
determined from cable routing information retrieved from the SSES computerized cable
routing management system, and the color-coded cable tray and conduit routing
drawings prepared by the licensee, and the post-fire safe shutdown compliance
strategies and separation analyses documented in the SSES Safe Shutdown
Compliance Manual (calculation EC-013-0843, Rev. 2, dated May 27, 1997). This
review identified plant areas where cables of redundant trains "interacted." For the
'purpose of this review, the team identified an interaction whenever cables of redundant
shutdown paths and/or divisions were shown on the cable routing data and cable tray
routing drawings as being in the same fire area or zone. The team then evaluated the
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licensee's evaluation of the interaction and its methodology for providing an acceptable
resolution. This evaluation included a review of the post-fire safe shutdown analysis and
supporting calculations to determine ifthe interactions had been properly identified and
dispositioned.

The team concluded, for the sample of circuits selected, that the level of protection
provided for redundant trains of post-fire shutdown systems satisfied the technical
requirements of Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

F6.1.2 rb'' f - ir

During the.onsite inspection, the team audited how the licensee assured that the
. systems required for safe shutdown remained operable and available. The team
reviewed the maintenance periods and the surveillance testing performed. A
representative sample of the licensee's administrative controls related to safe shutdown
system configuration was inspected. Primary emphasis was placed on how operations
would implement safe shutdown, particularly outside the MCR, when a required system
or train was manually isolated for maintenance purposes or surveillance testing.

b. s rv I s

During a plant walkdown the team observed the equipment to be well maintained, with
the proper labeling clearly visible. Required locking devices were in place, and the plant
piping was consistent with pipe and instrument drawings (P8 ID), the in-plant operational
configuration of safe shutdown equipment, and the SSA. The inspection included
verification that HV-151F010A and HV-151F010B had their power removed to prevent
flow diversion and HV-151F122A.and HV-151F122B had their hand wheels removed to
prevent primary containment override. Subsequent questions asked of operations
personnel about administrative control of Appendix R-required equipment revealed that
systems required for safe shutdown were mainly controlled by TS Limiting Conditions for
Operation (LCO) and, therefore, had adequate compensatory measures in place.
During these discussions with operations, the team identified a weakness concerning
safe shutdown from outside the MCR, in that the operators would have to rely on
memory to ascertain the equipment status under their control when exiting the MCR.
The licensee stated that it would consider placing a statement in the safe shutdown
procedures recommending that the shift turnover logs or similar equipment status
documents be taken with the operators when evacuation of the MCR is necessary.

c. ~ggtuu<~

Based on a limited review, the teain concluded the licensee had sufficient controls in
place to verify the operability and availability of post-fire safe shutdown capability. This
aspect'of the licensee's program was found to be adequate.
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F6.1.4 I em iv S f d a

a. o e

Based on a review of the SESS SSA, the team selected a sample of required safe
shutdown equipment for detailed evaluation. The objective of this evaluation was to
assure the equipment design, layout, and post-fire safe shutdown analytical approach
complied with the Appendix R requirement that one train of systems needed to achieve
and maintain safe shutdown conditions from outside the MCR be free of fire damage.

b.

In the licensee's SSA, the CST level instrumentation was not identified as required for
safe shutdown. Since the alternative shutdown methodology requires RCIC for reactor
water level control and since the shutdown procedures state that, ifthe suppression pool
water temperature exceeds 140 ', RCIC suction should be switched to the CST, the
operator would be unaware ifthere was an insufficient water inventory in the CST,
switch RCIC to the CST and, due to insufficient net positive suction head (NOSH),
potentially damage the pump. Additionally, when the transfer switch is activated at the
remote shutdown panel (RSP), the automatic swap of RCIC to the suppression pool on
low CST level is bypassed. The licensee stated that the CST level instrumentation is
not required for„safe shutdown and that local level indication is available at the CST and
could be checked periodically or before swapping the RCIC suction source, and that if
there were insufficient water inventory, the operator could proceed to depressurize the
vessel and use RHR in the alternate shutdown cooling mode. The licensee also stated
that given the minimum technical specification limit on CST water inventory and a 50
gpm leak rate through the recirculation pump seals, there was sufficient water in the
CST to achieve cold shutdown.

c. QgrLcl~usi

The team concluded that PP8L has demonstrated that sufficient controls to ensure
adequate water inventory in the CST have been established. Additionally, in the event
CST level monitoring is desired during the post-fire shutdown scenario, local level
indication is available at the CST. Based on these findings, the team's concern
regarding the lack of CST level instrumentation at the RSP was resolved.

F6.1.5. ci

a. e i c

Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 specifies, in part, that associated non-
safety circuits and cables that could prev'ent operation or cause maloperation of
structures, systems, and components important to safe shutdown, be provided with a
level of fire protection necessary to ensure such.circuits'will remain free of fire damage.
Acceptable options for providing this level of fire protection are delineated in
Section III.G.2 of Appendix R.
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By letter dated February 20, 1981, the staff issued Generic Letter (GL) 81-12. This GL,
and its subsequent clarification letter, dated March 22, 1982, provide the principal staff
guidance regarding potential configurations of associated circuits of concern to post-fire
safe shutdown capability. Additional guidance and evaluation criteria have also been
provided by the staff in several INs (e.g., INs 84-09, 85-09, 92-18), and GL 86-10. As
described in these documents, associated circuit configurations of concern to fire safety
include:

~ circuits which share a common power supply (e.g., switchgear, motor control
center (MCC), fuse panel) with circuits of equipment required to achieve safe
shutdown

~ circuits which share a common enclosure, (e.g., raceway, conduit, junction
box, etc.) with cables of equipment required to achieve safe shutdown

~ circuits of equipment whose spurious operation or maloperation may adversely
affect the successful accomplishment of safe shutdown functions

During this inspection, the potential effect of fire on each associated circuit configuration
described above was evaluated on a sample basis. The sample included power,
control, and instrument circuits and cables. The team evaluated potential fire-initiated
problems based on an evaluation of components and equipment selected by the
licensee to achieve the safe shutdown performance goals described in its post-fire safe
shutdown analysis.

b. bs in

so a d

The common power supply associated circuit concern arises when nonessential
equipment shares a common power supply (switchgear, MCC, distribution panel, etc.)
with equipment required to perform a safe shutdown function. In the absence of
adequate fire protection features (per Section III.G.2 ofAppendix R) or electrical
coordination (selective tripping), fire-initiated faults on nonessential branch/load circuits
of a required power supply may propagate to trip the upstream feeder protective device
(i.e., circuit breaker, relay, fuse, etc.) to the supply before the individual branch/load
protective device, thereby causing a loss of electrical power from the supply.

To address this concern, PP&L had performed an evaluation to demonstrate that fire-
induced faults on nonessential circuits of a required power supply would not affect the
post-fire safe shutdown capability of the plant. The results of this evaluation were
documented in PP8 L calculation EC-004-0501, Rev. 11, dated February 25, 1997.

The team evaluated the adequacy of protection provided for power supplies of
equipment relied on to achieve post-fire safe shutdown conditions. The evaluation
consisted of verifying selective coordination between the supply breaker or fuse and the
load breakers or fuses for a sample of power sources required for post-fire safe
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shutdown. This evaluation was based on a review of protective device time/current
characteristic. The results of the evaluation are summarized below:

Common Power Supply - Review Results

Voltage Level Required Power Source Fault Protection

4.16kv ES 4kV Switchgear (Div 2) -1A202 Acceptable

480V ac ES Load Center Channel B -1B220 Acceptable

ES Load Center Channel D -1B240 Acceptable

126V dc Distribution Panel U1/Div 2-
ID624

Acceptable

Distribution Panel U2/Div 2-
2D624

Acceptable

The power supplies selected for review were found to be provided with sufficient levels
of protection to address post-fire safe shutdown concerns. Specifically, the power
supplies selected for review had (a) an acceptable level of selective coordination
between electrical protective devices, or (b) suitable levels of fire protection and/or
separation (e.g., fire barrier wrap, length of cable between a fire-induced fault and the
protective device) necessary to achieve selective coordination under fire conditions, or
(c) a redundant power supply available to support post-fire safe shutdown functions
(i.e., a power supply lacking sufficient overcurrent fault protection was not credited for
safe shutdown in areas where the load cables were routed). Based on the results of this
review, the coordination or selective tripping capability of power supplies relied on to
achieve and maintain safe shutdown was found to be acceptable.

High Impedance Faults

Circuit breaker or fuse coordination is evaluated to demonstrate that bolted (low
impedance) faults on individual load circuits will not affect the operability of power
sources required for post-fire safe shutdown. As a result of certain fire damage
conditions, however, the fault current experienced by load cables of a required power
source may not always result in a bolted, low impedance, fault which would be expected
to yield maximum values of fault current. Depending on the extent of cable damage and
other contributing factors which may be unique to a particular cable configuration, the
actual value of fault current experienced may be below the trip setting of the individual
branch breakers or fuses of the affected power source. On an individual basis, such low
magnitude (high impedance) faults would not typically be of concern to post-fire safe
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shutdown. However, ifa sufficient number of branch circuits failed in this manner, the
additive fault currents, when combined with the running bus current, could trip the
supply (feeder) breaker or fuse for the bus. This would result in a loss of power to the
safe shutdown loads powered from the bus. To'meet the separation requirements of
Appendix R Section III.G.2, the evaluation of electrical'power supplies required for post-
fire safe shutdown must also consider the potential for fire to cause multiple,
simultaneous high impedance faults on all branch circuits that may be exposed to fire
(ref. GL 86-10, Section 5.3.8). The objective of this evaluation is to provide assurance
that the loading effect of high impedance faults that may occur as a result of fire, when
combined with the normal bus load current, will not result in a trip of the feeder breaker

.- or fuse to a required power source.-

PP8L had performed a comprehensive evaluation of this concern as part of its circuit
coordination study (calculation EC-004-0501). This analysis considered all multiple high
impedance faults (MHIFs) that may occur as a result of fire in a given fire zone. It
should be noted that this approach differs from staff guidance presented in Section 5.3.8
of GL 86-10 (which states that the evaluation should be performed on a "fire area"
basis). However, since the, staff has accepted similar evaluation approaches developed
by other operating plants, the team found the licensee's approach to provide sufficient
assurance that fire-induced MHIFs would not affect the post-fire safe shutdown
capability of SSES. Specifically, as the staff stated in its safety evaluation (dated
April 12, 1989) of the PP&L analysis of MHIFs, it is considered highly unlikely that all
unprotected cables of a required power supply would be simultaneously faulted in a high
impedance condition for an extended period of time. Based on a review of plant-specific
features and the PP8L methodology for defining fire areas and fire zones, the inspection
team deemed not credible the possibility that simultaneous faults occurring in one fire
zone at SSES might be sustained at a high impedance level (without propagating to a
low impedance, bolted, fault) for sufficient time to allow the fire to traverse to another fire
zone. On this basis, the inspection team concluded that the licensee's method of
evaluating all potentially affected circuits in a given fire zone at a high impedance fault
current level is sufficiently conservative to satisfy the intent of the guidance presented in
Section 5.3.8 of GL 86-10.

As a result of its analysis, PP8L identified cases where MHIFs on the load circuits of a
power source required for post-fire safe shutdown could the supply's feeder breaker.
PP8L performed an evaluation of each case to determine its potential effect on the
plant's post-fire safe shutdown capability. For each fire zone where load cables of
required power sources (i.e., redundant power sources identified on the SSES
Appendix R Safe Shutdown Component List, Drawing No. M-1002, Rev. 5, dated
August 19, 1997) were located, PP8L determined ifMHIFs could impact the bus from
which the cables were fed. For cases where a power source was credited to power
shutdown equipment in the event of fire in a given fire area, and MHIFs occurring as a
result of fire could affect the availability of the credited power supply (i.e., MHIFs could
affect the bus plus the bus required for safe shutdown), PP8L implemented methods of

I resolution.
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To evaluate the adequacy of the analysis performed and method of resolution
implemented, the team'reviewed the PP8L compliance strategy developed for Fire
Area CS-10 (Unit 1 upper cable spreading room) ~ This area is comprised of two fire
zones (0-27C and 0-27D) and was selected because it credits the availability of
Division II components (Shutdown Path 3). Fire Zone 0-27C was found to contain load
cables associated with the Division II 125V dc distribution panel (panel 1D624). The
team determined that the PP8L analysis had appropriately identified potentially affected
cables and found acceptable the PP8L resolution, which credits existing fire barriers
(e.g., fire barrier wrap) to prevent MHIFs from affecting the safe shutdown capability.

Based on the review of SSES calculations, fire area compliance strategies and -.
protection features (1-hour fire barriers) installed to protect potentially affected circuits,
the team found the licensee's method of protection for multiple high impedance faults
acceptable.

S ui Si dc

Specific circuits of concern include those which have not been provided with a level of
fire protection specified in Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 and have a
connection to equipment whose fire-induced spurious operation could prevent the
operation or cause the maloperation of equipment, components, or systems required for
post-fire safe shutdown. This concern principally comprises of two items:

1. the maloperation of required equipment due to fire induced damage to
associated cabling (e.g., false motor, control, and instrument readings which
may be initiated as a result of fire-induced grounds, shorts, or open circuits)

2. the spurious operation of safety-related or non-safety-related components that
could prevent or cause the matoperation of the post-fire safe shutdown capability

Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 specifies, in part, that associated non-
safety circuits and cables that could prevent operation or cause maloperation of
structures, systems, and components important to safe shutdown be provided with a
level of fire protection necessary to ensure such circuits will remain free of fire damage.
Acceptable options for providing this level of fire protection are delineated'in
Section III.G.2 of the regulation.

As described in GLs 81-12 and 86-10, in lieu of one of the protection options contained
in Section III.G.2 of the regulation, detailed circuit analyses may provide a suitable
means of demonstrating that fire will not cause equipment to spuriously actuate in a
manner that will affect the post-fire safe shutdown capability. With regard to the circuit
failure modes. that must be considered in identifying circuits associated by spurious
operation, Section 5.3.1 of GL 86-10 provides the following guidance:

Sec'.ions III.G.2 and I!I.L.7 of Appendix R define the circuit failure modes
as hot shorts, open circuits, and shorts to ground. For consideration of
spurious actuation, all possible functional failure states must be
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evaluated, that is, the component could be energized or de-energized by
one or more of the above failure modes... (emphasis added).

As part of its post-fire safe shutdown analysis (calculation EC-013-0843), PP8L
performed a comprehensive analysis of equipment whose spurious operation could
adversely affect, prevent, or cause the maloperation of the shutdown capability. Ifthe
licensee's analysis determined that multiple fire-induced circuit failures (e.g., faults) on
cables or circuits located in the fire area could.not cause a required safe shutdown
component or system to spuriously actuate in a manner that would adversely affect,
prevent the operation, or cause the 'maloperation of the post-fire safe shutdown

- capability, fire protection features would not be necessary and the component was-
omitted from further evaluation. PP&L identified equipment and components whose
spurious operation could affect"post-fire safe shutdown. PPB L then applied the
following assumptions in its evaluation of the fire areas and zones where cables or
circuits of these components were found:

1. More than one spurious actuation is possible. The effect of all potential spurious
equipment operations that may oc'cur as a result of fire in a given fire area were
considered. The evaluation assumed multiple spurious actuations to occur and
that they could all occur but not simultaneously.

2. All circuits and cables will experience fire damage unless provided with fire
protection features specified in Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

3. When considering the effects of fire on unprotected cables and circuits, all
possible cable and circuit failure modes were considered. These include hot
shorts (i.e., an un-energized conductor or cable becomes energized by shorting
to energized conductors of the same cable or other cables), short circuits, open
circuits, and shorts to ground.

4. Unprotected cables may experience multiple concurrent faults (i.e., short circuits,
open circuits, and shorts to ground). However, as stated in Section 5.3.1 of
GL 86-10, the number of hot shorts that must be considered for each component
being evaluated is limited to one, unless the component comprises a high-to-low
pressure interface boundary.

5., Fire is not postulated to eventually clear the fault. Fire-initiated faults will persist
until action is taken to negate their effects.

As part of the licensee's evaluation, all circuits which could cause undesirable spurious
operations were identified and evaluated for. potential fire'amage. With the exception
of components which comprise a high/Iow pressure interface boundary, the licensee's
evaluation considered any and ail spurious operations that may occur as a result of a
single fire; however, they were not assumed to occur simultaneously. That is, for each
fire area all potential spi.rious operations that may occur as a result of a postulated fire
were identified, and appropriate corrective actions were implemented as needed. For
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redundant components which form a high/Iow pressure interface boundary, the
evaluation considered the potential for concurrent, simultaneous spurious operations.

When cables of equipment whose spurious operation could affect safe shutdown were
identified, they were included in the licensee's Appendix R safe shutdown component list
(Drawing M-1002), and evaluated in the same manner as components required to
achieve and maintain safe shutdown of the reactor in the event of fire. For all
components on the safe shutdown component list, the cabling required for operation, or
any cabling that could either directly or indirectly cause the maloperation of components
required for post-fire safe shutdown, was identified.

'A ~

On a sample basis, components whose spurious operation could adversely affect the
post-fire safe shutdown capability were selected for review. This inspection focused on
the adequacy 'of the licensee's analysis for fire to create a flow diversion path as a result
of common-cause fire damage to multiple components. Specific components selected
for review were RCIC flow-path valves HV-E51-1F022 and HV-E51-1F011 and RHRSW
valves HV-212-1F073B and HV-212-1F075B.. For each system, these valves are
normally closed, series-connected, MOVs and were selected because fire-induced
spurious operation of both valves may cause flow to be diverted from their respective
systems.

From a detailed review of cable routing and fire area compliance strategies for the
selected components,'the inspection team concluded that PP&L had appropriately
considered the potential for a single fire to cause multiple circuit failures which may lead
to the spurious operation of multiple flow diversion components. Additionally, since
these components do not comprise a high-to-low pressure interface boundary, PP8L
had appropriately considered the potential for fire to cause spurious operation as a
result of the various fire-induced circuit failure modes (e.g., hot shorts, short circuits,
open circuits, shorts to ground).

To preclude flow diversion from the RCIC flow-path, RCIC valve HV-E51-1F022 has
been included on the Appendix R component list. Cables whose fire-induced damage
may cause this valve to spuriously operate were found to be either outside the fire
area(s) of concein (i.e., areas where operation of RCIC is credited) or appropriately
protected with fire protection features specified by Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to
10 CFR Part 50. Since RCIC is credited to provide RPV makeup in the event of a
control room fire, PP8L has provided isolation capability for valve HV-E51-1F022 at the
remote shutdown panel via isolation transfer switch HSS-14903B.

With regard to RHR service water valves HV-212-1F073B and HV-212-1F075B, an
inspector was concerned that the spurious opening of both valves because of a single
fire could cause RHR service water to be diverted to the RHR system. This case would
normally be precluded by the higher system pressures of the RHR system. However,
during certain shutdown scenarios the RHR system may not be running when the RHR
service water system is in service. F om a detailed review of system flow-path drawings
for the RHR and RHR service water systems and discussions with the licensee, it was
concluded that all possible flow diversion paths created by the spurious opening of both
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HV-212-1F073B and HV-212-1F075B are blocked by protected valves, check valves, or
locked-closed valves.

After reviewing the licensee's circuit fault analyses methodology, component failure
assumptions, and evaluation of equipment whose spurious operation could adversely
affect post-fire safe shutdown, the team did not identify any potential fire-induced
spurious signal conditions which would prevent the operation or cause the maloperation
of post-fire safe shutdown components, equipment, or systems.

High/Low Pressure Interfaces
8

High/Low pressure interfaces exist where the high pressure RCS interfaces with
systems designed to withstand lower. operating pressures. In the event cabling
associated with electrically controlled devices (such as motor-operated valves) used to
isolate the primary coolant boundary is damaged by fire, there is a potential for an
uncontrolled loss of reactor coolant into the low pressure system, thereby resulting in a
fire-induced LOCA through the high/low pressure interface. Due to the potentially
serious consequences of this event, the NRC has established more rigorous evaluation
criteria for electrically operated devices which comprise a high-low pressure interface
boundary. Specifically, cables and circuits of these devices must consider the potential
for fire to cause multiple, simultaneous, hot shorts of the proper polarity without
grounding.

PPBL has identified and evaluated all potential RCS interfaces which could result in a
loss of RCS inventory. This evaluation was performed under Nuclear Engineering
Calculation EC-013-0873, "Appendix R Evaluation of Flow Diversion and High/Low
Pressure Interface Components," Rev. 1, dated September 18, 1996. The purpose of
this study was to evaluate all potential flow diversion and high/low pressure interface
flow paths and to identify those components that must be listed on the Safe Shutdown
Components List (SSCL). Inclusion on the SSCL ensures that components and
associated cabling are properly evaluated and protected in accordance with the
separation requirements of Section III.G.2 of Appendix R and precludes a fire from
having an adverse effect on the plant's ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown.

As a result of its evaluation the licensee has identified the following interfaces as
high/low pressure interfaces of concern:

~ Interface: Reactor Mead Vent Line Valves HV-141-F001 and HV-141-F002

This interface consists of two series-connected valves upstream of a 4" line
which is designed for atmospheric pressure. Fire-induced spurious opening of
both valves could cause an interfacing LOCA due to the low pressure rating of
the downstream piping. To preclude this possibility, both valves are listed on the
SSCL and protected from the effects of fire in accordance with Appendix R,
Section III.G.2, to ensure one valve remairs free of fire damage.
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Interface: Loop B Recirculation Suction Line to RHR (RHR shutdown cooling
mode isolation valves), HV-151-F008 (outboard isolation valve), and
HV-151-F009 (inboard isolation valve)

Inboard and outboard RHR shutdown cooling mode isolation valves
HV-151-F008 and HV-151-F009 are normally closed MOVs that are arranged in
series. Shutdown cooling is not a required mode of the RHR system for
shutdown paths 1 and 3 (i.e., ADS/CS Division 1 and Division 2). Therefore,
during implementation of these shutdown methods, valves HV-151-F008 and
HV-151-F009 are required to remain closed at all times (i.e., in the event of fire
in areas outside the main control room). In the event of fire in the main control
room (Fire Area CS-9) shutdown path 2 (RCIC controlled from the remote
shutdown panel) is used. For shutdown path 2, valves HV-151-F008 and HV-
151-F009 are required to remain closed until the RHR shutdown cooling
pressur'e permissive is'satisfied, after which the valves will be required to open to
perform the RHR shutdown cooling function. To ensure operability of these
valves for a fire in the control room that requires evacuation and shutdown from
outside the control room at the remote shutdown panel, PP8L has provided
isolation of both valves at the RSP of both units via transfer switches HSS-
1(2)5112B and HSS-1(2)5113A. To ensure at least one valve will remain free of
fire damage in the event of fire in other plant areas, PP8L has identified fire
areas and fire zones in which a fire could result in the spurious opening of both
isolation valves (Reference: Engineering Calculation EC-013-0678, Rev.1, dated
September 11, 1996) and has ensured that in these areas the valves are
provided with the fire protection features specified by Section III.G.2 of
Appendix R.

~ Interface: Loop A and Loop B Recirculation Suction Lines to RWCU
HV-144-F001, HV-144-F004, and HV-144-F033

A branch line off the RWCU piping can direct RWCU water to either the main
condenser or liquid radwaste collection and surge tanks. HV-144-F001 and

, HV-144-F004 are normally open during power operations to allow operation of
the RWCU system. This line is isolated from the RWCU piping by either valve
HV-144-F033 or parallel valves HV-144-F034 and HV-144-F035. The branch
line piping upstream of valves HV-144-F034/F035 is designed for a maximum
pressure of 1545 psig and the downstream piping is designed for a maximum
pressure of 50 psig. Thus, the spurious opening of HV-44-001, F004, and F033
and the opening of either HV-144-F034 or F035 could result in an interface
LOCA. Isolation of HV-144-F001, F004 or F0033 is necessary to ensure integrity
of this interface. To preclude this occurrence HV-144-F001, F004, and F0033 are
listed in the SSCL and provided with the fire protection features specified by
Section III.G.2 of Appendix R.

The licensee's identification and resolution of potential liigh/lowpressure
interfaces of concern to post-fire safe shutdown were found to be acceptable.
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Protection From Potential Loss of Remote Shutdown Capability Due to Fire Induced
Circuit Faults Prior to Isolation (Reference: NRC Information Notice 92-18)

The alternate shutdown system includes isolation/transfer switches to provide electrical
isolation of safe shutdown components from the effects of fire in Fire Area CS-9. In
addition to providing electrical isolation, the isolation/transfer capability also provides
redundant fusing for safe shutdown components, thereby precluding the need to replace
fuses following transfer. Once the isolation/transfer capability is actuated at the remote
shutdown panels, RCIC will be available to p'rovide high pressure makeup and RHR will
be available for suppression pool cooling during hot shutdown. As RCS pressure is

. reduced to less than 98 psig, RHR will also be available for the shutdown cooling mode-
of operation.

As described in IN 92-18, there is a potential for fire-induced circuit failures (e.g., hot
shorts) to occur in the control circuits of certain MOVs'needed to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe condition prior to their isolation at the RSP. Since the faulted
condition would bypass limit and torque switch protection, spurious valve operations
could result in mechanical damage to the valve.

PP&L performed an evaluation (Calculation EC-013-0730) to identify potential MOVs
susceptible to this failure mode. The identified valves, their associated post-fire safe
shutdown system, and method of resolution are delineated in Table 2 to this report. As
a result of this evaluation, PP&L has determined that RCIC system valves could be
damaged as a result of the failure mode described in IN 92-18. However, should
operability of the RCIC system be affected prior to isolation at the RSP, an alternate
shutdown methodology, using low pressure injection systems (i.e., RHR in the LPCI
mode) would be available at the RSP to accomplish post-fire safe shutdown. To ensure
this capability, damage to RHR system valves is precluded by modifications necessary
to support operation of RHR system for decay heat removal or low pressure makeup
(e.g., wiring changes which electrically relocate torque and limit switches of required
RHR system valves).

Based on the above, the PP&L disposition of valves potentially affected by the failure
mode described in IN 92-18 was found to be acceptable.

h E ui cer

Fire-induced damage to nonessential circuits that are associated by common enclosure
with circuits required to achieve and maintain safe shutdown may create circuit faults in
electrically unprotected cables. In the absence of appropriate electrical overcurrent
protection, such faults could be of sufficient magnitude to create secondary fires. If
such secondary fires occurred in an enclosure which contained cables required for safe
shutdown, the successful achievement of safe shutdown could be adversely affected.

During the inspection the team evaluated the adequacy of electrical protection provided
for a sample of non-essential cables routed in common enclosure with cables required
for post-fire safe shutdown. This evaluation did not identify any instances where the
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rating of the electrical protective device (circuit breaker or fuse) was inappropriate for
the cable it was intended to protect.

Based on the results of this review the adequacy of electrical protection provided for
nonessential cables which share a common enclosure with cables of equipment
required for post-fire safe shutdown was found to be acceptable.

c. QQEE[QgjgQ

On the basis of its review of the PP8L evaluation of circuit breaker, relay, and fuse
coordination, related discussions. with SSES. engineering staff members, and the.
acceptable level of coordination and/or fire protection features found in a sample of
circuits selected for review, the team did not identify any potential weaknesses in the
licensee'.s method of protection from the effect of fire-induced, low impedance, bolted
shorts in nonessential loads of required power supplies. Additionally, on the basis of its
i'eview of the licensee's evaluation and on electrical protection features provided, the
team did not identify any weaknesses associated with the licensee's identification of,
and method of protecting against, fire-induced MHIFs.

The team concluded that the licensee's criteria and analysis methodology for circuits of
equipment whose spurious actuation could adversely affect the post-fire safe shutdown
capability conformed to the guidance of GL 86-10. On the basis of its review, the team
did not identify any weaknesses in the licensee's analysis and method of protection for
fire-induced spurious equipment operations.

In addition, based on a its review of a sample of nonessential cable routed in a common
enclosure with safe shutdown required circuits, the team concluded that the electrical
protection provided was adequate and, therefore, no weaknesses were identified with
the licensee's evaluation of the common enclosure.

F6.2 era i cedu e 0 r ea 's
F6.2.1 o -'fe udo 've own a 'I'

o o e

The team reviewed the licensee' symptom-based procedures to achieve post-fire safe
shutdown conditions. Appendix R specific guidance is described in ON-013-001,
"Response to A Fire," Rev. 6, dated April 25, 1997, and alternate shutdown procedures
ON-100-009, "Control Room Evacuation," Rev. 4; dated April 18, 1997, and
ON-200-009, "Control Room Evacuation," Rev. 5, dated April 18, 1997, for Units 1 and
2, respectively. Areas inspected included the ability to perform required safe shutdown
actions in a timely manner and the technical adequacy of the actions sequence to meet
predicted plant responses to them, as well as the supporting calculations that establish
the technical basis for the procedures
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b. in

The licensee's safe shutdown procedures are symptom based. The procedures listed
above direct the operators to utilize other procedures, depending on the availability of
equipment. These other procedures do not take into account the impact of fire damage,
including the potential for fire-induced spurious signals on shutdown systems. For
example, the normal shutdown procedures would not contain cautions on the possibility
of hot shorts changing valve position's or potentially giving the operators false
instrumentation readings. In reviewing the licensee's procedures for implementing a
safe shutdown of the plant following a fire in plant areas not requiring MCR evacuation,
the team found that preferred instrumentation and equipment that would be free of fire =

damage was not identified by the safe shutdown procedures on a fire area or fire zone
basis, although this information was available in the licensee's SSA. Additionally, the
procedures did not provide guidance regarding the manual operator actions which may
have to be performed for a specific fire area or zone. Depending on the location of the
fire, the licensee's SSA requires different manual actions to be performed for different
fire areas. Many of the operator actions specified in Design Change Notice (DCN)
96-0117 (E-690), such as verification of valve position, were not found to be integrated
into the safe shutdown procedures. Because the procedures do not identify preferred
safe shutdown instrumentation, equipment, and manual actions, operators may lack
potentially vital information required to safely shut down the plant and possibly make a
operational decision based on erroneous information. For example, nonprotected
instruments could be used to take shutdown actions that could complicate the shutdown
process or mislead the operators or allow important valves to change position due to
fire-induced circuit failures and not be accounted for by the operators in a timely manner
because this information was not readily available in the shutdown procedures. An
example of this concern is the lack of an action statement to ON-013-001 to direct
operators directly to ON-149-001 and ON-249-001 to prevent water hammer in the
event CTS is lost. The licensee agreed with the team's assessment.

In response to the inspection team's concern, the licensee issued Condition
Report 97-3615, dated October 29, 1997, to require additional manual actions identified
as a result of recent revisions to calculations EC-013-0843, Rev. 2, and EC-013-0859,
Rev. 5, and any additional information about these actions to be incorporated into in the
shutdown procedures.

o clui

The licensee's SSA states that certain manual operator actions may be necessary to
accomplish PFSSD in the event of fire within specific fire areas or zones other than the
main control room (Fire Area CS-9) and identifies which reactor process monitoring
instrumentation is free of fire damage and known to be reliable for use to support
PFSSD operations.

SSES Operating License NPF-14 (Unit 1) Condition 2.C (6) and NPF-22 (Unit 2)
Condition 2.C(3) specify that the licensee implement and maintain in effect all provisions
of the approved fire protection program as described in the FPRR for the facilities and
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as approved by the NRC SER dated August 9, 1989. The NRC based its approval of
the SSES fire protection program on the licensee's commitment to follow the guidance
of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants," and the licensee's commitment to meet Sections III.G, III.J., and III.Lof
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

Plant TS, Section 6.0, "Administrative Controls," subsection 6.8.1, requires written
procedures to be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33, Rev. 2, February 1978.
Appendix A of RG 1.33 specifies that procedures for combating emergencies and other
significant events be developed and implemented.,

Contrary to the above, as of November 7, 1997, the licensee could not demonstrate that
the off-normal and emergency operating procedures incorporated certain potentially
critical SSA operational information (i.e., specific prescriptive manual operator actions
and protected instrumentation) and identified to operators as critical actions necessary
to achieve and maintain post-fire safe shutdown. The team has identified this as an
unresolved item, Failure to identify preferred post-fire safe shutdown
Instrunientation and required post-fire safe shutdown actions in its procedures
used for post-fire safe shutdown from'nside the control room. (Unresolved
Item 50-387, 388/97-201-04)

F6.2.2 I r iv a ow e e al dow

The team walked down ON-100-009, the licensee's alternative post-fire safe shutdown
procedure, to verify manual operations could be performed in a timely manner
consistent with the time line specified in the SSA. During the walkdown the team
verified the checklist contained in the procedure was conducted by licensed operators,
and watched operators implement the'alter'native safe shutdown capability without
relying on hot-shutdown-related equipment repairs. In addition, the team reviewed the

„cold shutdown repair procedures described in IC-280-004, Rev. 0, and IC-149-005,
Rev. 0. These procedures provide a means to re-establish temporary RPV level and
RHR heat exchanger inlet and outlet reactor coolant temperature indications,
respectively, and they were walked down to determine their feasibility.

b. b at o n 'i
Alternative shutdown procedures ON-1 00-009 and ON-200-009 direct operators to have
instrument and control (l8C) technicians install temporary reactor level and RHR inlet
and outlet temperature instruments. The licensee stated that the use of temporary
instrumentation specified in the procedure, while desirable from an operational
perspective, is 'not required to accomplish sa',e shutdown conditions. The licensee
bases this position on the fact that instrumentation available to the operators is
consistent with the information provided to the licensees in IN 84-09. Specifically, RPV
level can be monitored by level indicator LI-1(2)4262, which is available at the RSP.
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With regard to the. operators'apability to determine the achievement of cold shutdown
conditions (RCS temperature), the licensee has provided this capability (defined as RCS
temp. <212 'F at saturated conditions) through use of reactor pressure indicator Pl-
1(2)4262, which is also located on the RSP.

The inspection team agreed with the licensee's position that the temporary instruments
identified in the EOPs are not required to satisfy Appendix R requirements and failure to
perform these activities would not preclude the ability of the operators to achieve and
maintain safe shutdown conditions. However, from discussions with plant operators, it

'appears that the availability of these instruments is highly desirable and it is expected
that operators would request plant 18C technicians to perform the repair activities as
specified in the procedure.

During the inspection, activities involved in performing the specified repairs were
reviewed and walked down with l&C technicians and other licensee representatives. All
actions necessary to perform these activities were found to be governed by written
procedures. Specifically, Nuclear Department Procedure IC-280-004, Rev. 0, dated
April 7, 1994, provides procedural guidance for the installation of reactor shutdown
range level measurement equipment, and procedure IC-249-005 Rev. 0, dated
April 7, 1994, provides guidance related to the installation of temporary remote thermal
detectors (RTDs) readers to provide local monitoring of RHR heat exchanger inlet and
outlet temperature'. Based on the results of this walkdown, the team determined that
actions necessary to provide temporary RPV level indication via the installation of a
digital multimeter at terminal box for shutdown'range level transmitter LT-B21-2N027
appeared feasible. However, due to several factors, including the location of required
actions (technicians stated they would need to straddle RHR piping that is approximately
20'ff the'floor, and work in a high radiation area) and the general lack of emergency
lighting, actions necessary to provide temporary indication of RHR inlet and outlet
temperatures were not deemed feasible. Additionally, it was noted that equipment
(instrumentation) and tools necessary to perform either of the repair activities were not
dedicated for use and maintained in a controlled manner.

onc
'

As a result of a review and walkdown of ON-100-009, Rev. 4, the team concluded that
the alternative shutdown capability could be operationally implemented within the time
line specified in the current SSA.

With regard to the installation of temporary instrumentation, the team agreed with the
licensee's position'that sufficient instrumentation would remain available at the RSP and
repair activities delineated in the procedures would not be required to accomplish post-
fire safe shutdown conditions. However, since these activities are directed by post-fire
shutdown procedures and plant operators have indicated a strong preference for their
use, the team concluded that the operational enhancements recommended by
operations should be considered. In addition, the team concluded that the appropriate
design enhancement to facilitate the implementation of these long-term shutdown
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instrumentation repairs, such as the installation of auxiliary connection points for
temporary instrumentation, should be appropriately incorporated into the plant design.

F6.2.3 - ' f u o 0 eaor iin

o e

The licensee agreed to a simulator demonstration of its safe shutdown procedures for
an MCR fire scenario, using the "shift in training." Operators were only told that there
was going to be a fire in the MCR, that it would require evacuation, and that after
approximately 2 minutes they could smell electrical insulation burning. It-.was assumed
that both units were operating at 100% power at the time of the fire. The simulated fire
occurred in control room cabinet 1C601, resulting in inoperable controls, false
instrumentation indications, and spurious equipment operations.

b. b a Find'n

The scope of the training program for operators at SESS was observed to be quite
comprehensive. This was evidenced during the inspection by the simulator
demonstration that was carried out by the "shift in training" for an MCR fire scenario
devised by the inspection team. Although the scena'rio developed was n'ot part of the
licensee's normal training curriculum, the operators successfully implemented the safe
shutdown of the plant within the SSA-specified time line.C~
Based on the results of the simulator demonstration, w'alkdown of the licensee's off-
normal and emergency operating procedures for achieving cold shutdown conditions in
the event of a fire in the MCR, and discussions with the licensed operator training staff,
operator training and qualification on the Appendix R safe shutdown procedures was
found to be acceptable.

F6.2.4 s- I'S ud Im I me i a

s ec'n

The team reviewed the adequacy of the shift manning to determine if there was
sufficient staffing to accomplish post-fire safe shutdown and appropriately man the plant
fire brigade.

/

b.

SESS is a dual unit facilitywith a common MCR. Table 6.2.2-1 of the SESS technical
specifications requires one Shift Supervisor (SS), one Senior Reactor Operator (SRO),
three Reactor Operators (ROs), three Non-Licensed Operators (NLOs), and one Shift
Technical Advisor (STA). Administratively, the licensee's operatirig shift manning is
controlled by NDAP-QA-0300, Rev. 6. This administrative procedure establishes the
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minimum shift manning levels and requires the shift complement to consist of one SS,
two Unit Supervisors, one Assistant Unit Supervisor (AUS), one STA, four Plant Control
Operators (PCOs), five Nuclear Plant Operators (NPOs), and two AuxiliarySystems
Operators (ASOs). All positions other. than NPO, CPO, and ASO are SRO qualified.
The AUS is also the designated fire brigade leader for either unit. The remaining four
positions on the fire brigade are staffed by two security force members and two auxiliary
equipment operators. The licensee indicated that it is its practice to assign fire-brigade-
qualified security force and operations members to the brigade that are not assigned
other duties that would preclude their immediate response to a fire alarm.

c. ~o,~io

The team concluded, on the basis of its document review and the adequacy of the
simulator demonstration and formal walkdown of the alternate safe shutdown procedure
with a crew of seven, that post-fire safe shutdown implementation staffing was
acceptable.

F63 ireP cion of fe ud

F6.3.1 I c
'

F6.3.1.1

a 'eB

Io

The team reviewed the status of the actions the licensee is taking to resolve the
technical issues related to the fire resistive performance of its Thermo-Lag raceway fire
barrier systems. Past and future Thermo-Lag design and installation specifications were
reviewed.

b. bs rv ion a din

Summary of Licensee's Actions to Resolve Thermo-Lag Fire Barrier Technical Issues

In 1991, the NRC identified that Thermo-Lag fire barrier material did not.perform to the
manufacturer's specifications. NRC Bulletin 92-01, "Failure of Thermo-Lag 330 Fire
Barrier System to Maintain Cabling in Wide Cable Trays and Small Conduits Free from
Fire Damage," requested licensees with Thermo-Lag barriers to consider these fire
barriers to be degraded and take appropriate compensatory measures for areas in
which they were installed.

In 1992, PPSL declared 15,000 linear feet of Thermo-Lag inoperable and established a
1-hour roving fire watch in the A and C diesels rooms, the control structure, and both
reactor buildings. The roving fire watch is still in effect.
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In,1993, PP8 L determined that the SSES Thermo-Lag installations were not uniquely
tested. At that time the licensee decided to use the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)
testing program data for Thermo-Lag qualification and rating.

In 1994, PP8L conducted an initial analysis of Thermo-Lag issue resolution methods
and reverified the as-built configurations using videos and still pictures (the SSES
"Phase I Walkdown").

In September.1994, Vectra (now Duke Engineering) was given a PP8L contract to
conduct a "Fire Barrier Qualification Assessment" to determine:

~ whether any current SSES Thermo-Lag configurations were rated, and
~ what upgrades would be needed'to obtain fire rated configurations.

At the end of 1994 the Vectra concluded that:

~ no Thermo-Lag was qualified as is, but that
~ most configurations were amenable to upgrade.

In the fall of 1994 PP&L conducted a Thermo-Lag-driven "Safe Shutdown Assessment"
to determine how much Thermo-Lag could be disestablished. The "Safe Shutdown
Assessment" concluded that approximately 7,500 linear feet of Thermo-Lag could be
removed or abandoned in place (with removal preferable due to seismic, combustibility,
and ampacity-derating concerns).

In September of 1995 PP8L commenced chemical and density testing of in-plant
Thermo-Lag.

From 1995 to 1997 PP&L conducted a safe shutdown analysis revision and associated
circuits analysis revision which concluded that:

~ 7,000 linear feet of Thermo-Lag could be removed or abandoned.

~ 4,000 linear feet of Thermo-Lag (largely electrical conduit wrap) should be
upgraded to achieve the required fire rating.

~ 4,000 linear feet of Thermo-Lag should be eliminated through rerouting of
electrical cables (the modification option for 125V dc power, ESW control
circuits, and selected instrumentation)

In February 1997, PP8L commenced destructive examination of unneeded Thermo-Lag
to determine how to upgrade the rating of the barriers.

In a May 2, 1997, meeting with the NRC, PP8L committed to complete all actions by the
end of ca'endar year 1999, except for some actions to be completed during the Unit 1

outage in 2000. The current strategy calls for adding 1/4" to 3/4" of material to existing
Thermo-Lag or eliminating the need for derated Thermo-Lag barriers (typically by either
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changing the systems and components required for the accomplishment of post-fire safe .

shutdown or using new manual local operator actions).

PP&L ampacity derating calculation EC-013-0830 has been used to develop plant-
specific ampacity derating values and calculations for all power cable raceway fire
barriers (in case of their abandonment in place).

Design and Installation of Original Thermo-Lag Material

PP&L Specification F1000, Rev. 4, 1989, "Design and Installation of Electrical Raceway
Fire Barriers„" was reviewed..Specification Change Notice (SCN) 96 was attached; It .

stated that Specification F1000 is now only to be used for restoration of barriers installed
under the specification, and that new Thermo-Lag material will be installed under
Specification F1010, discussed below.

Specification F1000 contained a general Thermo-Lag installation process, Thermal
Science, Incorporated (TSI) "Notes and Details" (typical rated fire barrier configurations)
and a set of SSES-specific typical configuration drawings. Specification F1000 made no
connection to barrier-specific fire testing information.

4

Design Change Packages (DCPs) for groups of Thermo-Lag barriers referenced
Specification F1000, but did not contain barrier-by-barrier as-built installation
information. When installers determined that any particular barrier deviated from
Specification F1000, a Plant Change Request (PCR) was generated. The PCR then
received an engineering evaluation by a civil engineer and a fire protection engineer.
No fire tests were conducted for deviating configurations.

Construction details for original Thermo-Lag installations at SSES are by exception to
Specification F1000 through PCRs, and approval of these exceptions was based on
engineering judgement, not fire tests.

For each DCP a backup ampacity calculation was run in accordance with Engineering
Calculation EC-013-0830. Also for each DCP, a backup seismic calculation was run
under PP&L Specification C-1035. Installation-specific isometric drawings were
prepared to support the seismic analyses.

t

Original PP&L Thermo-Lag was installed under a contract with Transco. Transco also
had quality control (QC) responsibility. During the second week of the inspection the
licensee (over a 4-day period) was not able to provide barrier-specific nor Transco
contract-wide Thermo-Lag barrier installation lesson plans, installer training records, or
QC records. However, block 2B of the Construction Work Orders (CWOs) for each DCP
did contain completed PP&L signoffs for review of Transco QC records subsequent to
the installation.

The PP&L QC review. ignofffurnished evidence that, at the time of installation, the
licensee ensured that the purchased services and materials conformed to the
procurement documents.
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PP&L Existing Thermo-Lag Destructive Examination

Engineering Calculation EC-013-1051, "Phase II Destructive Examination Report,"
summarized the results of destructive visual, chemical, and density testing on a
representative sample of unneeded SSES Thermo-Lag barriers. The report concluded
that SSES Thermo-Lag construction details were consistent with typical industry
installations. PP&L letter PLA<484, dated July 29, 1996, stated that, based on NEI
testing of 15 SSES Thermo-Lag samples from each of the four SSES construction
vintages, SSES Thermo-Lag materials were representative of the Thermo-Lag samples
which were tested by the NEI. Further, PLA-4484 stated that weight and density testing
of representative SSES Thermo-Lag showed an average density less than that
assumed in PP&L weight effects calculations. PP&L also stated that it would use the
NEI Thermo-Lag 330-1 Combustibility Guideline in its combustibility calculations.

SSES is currently in the process of documenting the past methods it used to construct
its Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barriers.

Design and Installation of Thermo-Lag Material Upgrades

PP&L Specification F1010, "Fire Barriers (Upgrade to Thermo-Lag and Kaowool,)" has
been issued for bid under the licensee's assumption that, since 85 percent of SSES
Thermo-Lag is in the form of conduit wrap, the Thermo-Lag fire barrier system can be
upgraded in many cases by the addition of either a relatively thin layer of Thermo-Lag or
a thin layer of a new material being jointly developed and tested by PP&L and Transco.

Specification F1010 required the (as yet to be determined) winning contractor to do
QNQC in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. PP&L plans to provide the
winning contractor with a Design Change Package and raceway drawings showing
barrier locations. Using Specification F1010, the winning contractor will develop
isometric drawings of the conduit and raceway runs and typical detail drawings for
features such as radial bends, straight runs, junction boxes, and penetration seal
interfaces. The winning contractor will also be responsible for developing detailed as-
built installation drawings and, based on test reports, 'doing calculations for fire rating,
ampacity derating, combustibility, and seismic loading. Upon completion of the
contractor work, PP&L plans to conduct an acceptance review.

Ampacity Derating

As stated in PP&L letter PLA-4089 dated February 3, 1994, PP&L has determined
"maximum allowable derating percentages" for its raceways and conduits (ranging from
28.9 percent to 38.5 percent). This is the percentage difference between the maximum
design current-carrying capacity of its power cables and the actual service current
carried by the cables during plant operation.

PP&L in its letter PLA<560, dated February 4, 1997, advised the NRC that, after
completing its in-plant Thermo-Lag reviews (targeted at confirming that SSES
Thermo-Lag configurations are consistent with Texas Utilities Electric Company tested
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configurations) and comparing the IEEE P848, Draft 16, ampacity test data (obtained
from Florida Power Corporation and Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) tests), it had
decided to set the calculated ampacity derating values for 1-hour and 3-hour power
cables at 21 percent.

Further, as documented in its letter PLA-4560, PP8L believes the nonstandard
Thermo-Lag configuration (common-enclosure power cable conduits) found at SSES are
bounded by an 8 percent TVAtesting-derived derating value and the >8 percent
conservatism of the 21 percent'value. Therefore, since these bounding values are less
then the "maximum allowable derating percentages" above, the licensee has concluded

= that no reductions in the service currents of its power cables are needed.=

Walkdown

The team performed a walkdown on the Thermo-Lag 330-1 installed in the lower cable
spreading rooms (LCSRs). The licensee had performed some destructive testing on
these Thermo-Lag 330-1 electrical raceway fire barriers to determine the methods of
installation. The results were that SSES used both prefabricated panels (half rounds
and flat board) and spray-on Thermo-Lag 330-1. The material could be approximated
as a nominal 5/8" thickness. The existing installations appeared on the surface to
provide a reasonable baseline for upgrades. Review of SSES Drawing Change
Mechanism PCR No. 88-3016 (Control No. 89-5406) indicated a design deficiency in the
Thermo-Lag 330-1 cable tray installations. The PCR changes a drawing note on
Drawing No. EIP-0871 to read: "IfThermo-Lag board is used remove stress skin first."
The disposition states: "While it is true that the stress skin adds strength to the T-L
Board, T-L retains its rating (1 or 3 Hr.) regardless of the presence of the stress skin.
Board thickness is the critical factor. Removing the 'skin'nsures that the minimum
thickness is present."

The team finds that the licensee's disposition related to the removal of stress skin from
Thermo-Lag panels is not technically sound. Industry testing has demonstrated that
stress skin is a necessary element in providing structural integrity for the prefabricated
Thermo-.Lag panel during a fire exposure.

c., Qooglggjgo

The team concluded that PP8L is working towards resolution of the Thermo-Lag issues
at SSES. PP8L has committed to the staff to complete all Thermo-Lag resolution
actions (that is, return SSES to compliance with existing NRC requirements) by the
year 2000. However, the team noted that degradation resolution strategies for specific
Thermo-Lag barriers, and Design Change Packages for barrier upgrade modifications
for specific Thermo-Lag barriers, had not been developed by PP8L at the time of the
inspection, and therefore modification schedules had not been developed as well.
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F6.3.1.2 o I e e Bar'e e

SESS originally used both Kaowool and Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barriers to protect
essential raceways needed for PFSSD. In response to the concerns raised by the NRC
about Thermo-Lag 330-1 in GL 92-08 and subsequently about Kaowool in INs 93-40
and 9341, the licensee expanded its Thermo-Lag review to include the Kaowool
barriers. The team reviewed the actions the licensee was taking to replace the Kaowool
barriers with a qualified 1-hour fire rated barrier.

b. b e i and i

Kaowool was installed on approximately 2,000 linear feet of conduit, 40 linear feet of
wireway, and 110 feet of cable tray at SSES. The licensee has inspected approximately "

360 feet of conduit and 22 feet of cable tray. Based on this inspection and INs 93-40
and 93-41, the licensee determined the SSES installations had a number of deficiencies
and the barriers were not installed in accordance with the tested configuration. The
licensee decided to include the Kaowool barriers within the scope of its Thermo-Lag
improvement program and resolve both issues together. The licensee has committed to
remove the required Kaowool barriers and to replace them with a qualified 1-hour rated
barriers.

c. ~c~io
The team concluded that the licensee's actions to resolve the Kaowool barrier fire-
resistive and ampacity technical issues are a step towards improving the level of fire
safety at the facility. In addition, the team views the licensee's actions as demonstrating
the licensee's understanding of the technical and fire-resistive weaknesses associated
with Kaowool fire barriers.

F6.4 Base Verific i r ec'o S s and

Fixed fire suppression and,detection systems are used at SSES to protect safe
shutdown paths (10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R III.G. compliance). Automatic actuation
of the suppression systems is typically accomplished by a single interlock (i.e., a single
smoke or heat detector will actuate the suppression system). The fixed suppression
system is typically the primary fire protection for an area, with the standpipe and hose
stations serving as backup. The following sections of this report contain the team's
observations and findings from its audit of each type of system.

F6.4.1 ir e ction and a e s

c 0 0

SER, Section 9.5.1.4, "Fire Detection Systems," identified NFPA 72D, "Standard for the
Installation, Maintenance and use of Proprietary Protective Signaling Systems for
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Watchmen, Fire Alarm and Supervisory Service," as the design basis document. The
code of record is the 1975 edition. The associated standard for detector placement is
NFPA 72E, "Standard on Automatic Fire Detectors." The code of record for NFPA 72E
is the 1974 edition. There are no documented exceptions to either code for the installed
systems. Furthermore, approved Appendix R deviations state that one of the technical
justifications for approving the deviation is the area-wide detection system installed in
accordance with NFPA 72 and its ability to detect an incipient fire.

The scope of this inspection was to walk down and review detection systems installed in
the general area spaces of the Unit 1 and 2 reactor buildings.

b. se

The team performed a walkdown of the fire and smoke detection systems on
elevations 670'-0 "of the Unit 2 reactor building, and 719'-0" and 749'-0" of the Unit 2
reactor building. Listed below are findings based on that walkdown.

Elevation 670'-0"

Detector 1-I-222 is suspended more than 2 feet below the ceiling, hanging freely. This
configuration does not appear to meet NFPA 72E (1975), Section 4-3.1.

Detector 1-I-219 is also suspended more than a foot below the ceiling. This does not
appear to meet NFPA 72E (1975), Section 4-3.1.

The thermal detectors (1 of 2 logic) are needed to actuate the water spray system
protecting the HPCI. These detectors are mounted off to the side along structural steel
members. One detector appears to be located in a,dead air pocket too close to the
structural steel. This appears not to meet NFPA 72E (1975), Section 3P.1.

Elevation 719'-0"

Board room 407 has only two detectors located in beam pockets. One of the smoke
detectors (2-I-36) is mounted less than 1 foot from the HVAC fresh air supply diffuser.
Fresh air from this diffuser is directed directly across the detector, thus making the
detector inoperable with respect to detecting a fire in its incipient stage. This
configuration conflicts with the criteria of NFPA 72E (1975),

Section 4-5.1.5, "AirConditioned Facilities." Board room 406 has the same issues as
room 407.

The ceiling height on elevation 719's approximately 30'. Ceiling heights over 12'o
15're

typically considered high. NFPA 72E (1975), Section 4-4.1, "General Spacing
Requirements," requires that sound engineering judgment be applied to detector
spacing for nonstandard configurations. The design engineer shall consicer such
variables as ceiling shape and surface, ceiling height, configuration, contents, burning
characteristics of contents, and the effects of ventilation systems. NFPA 72E (1975),
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Section 4-4.5, "High Ceilings," requires detectors be installed on alternate levels.
Walkdowns and field measurements indicate that the spot detectors were installed on
approximate 30', centers. There are no alternate levels of detection, and reduction in
detector spacing is not apparent. NFPA 72E, Section 4Q.6, also provides requirements
for spacing in beam construction. Beams that are 18" deep and greater than 8'n
center require at least one detector in each bay. Although the beam spacing is typically
less than 8'n center, many of the beams are much greater than 18" in depth, which

~ complicates the design, forming many small beam pockets. This would further inhibit
smoke travel across the ceiling. Reasonable engineering judgment would suggest that
additional spot detectors and reduced spacing are necessary to provide reasonable
assurance that a fire is detected in its incipient stages.

Elevation 749'-0"

The ceiling height and beam construction on elevation 749'-0" is basically the same as
on elevation 719'-0", and the weaknesses noted with regard to detection placement and
spacing are also the same.

The equipment access area hall overhead is obstructed by an HVAC duct. This duct
forms a false ceiling. Adequate obstr'uction sprinklers are installed. However, the
sprinkler system is a preaction system requiring automatic detection to operate. There
are no detectors mounted below the obstruction. In the event of a fire under this
obstruction, it is questionable ifthe preaction sprinkler system could quickly control the
fire without additional detectors under the obstruction.

The team reviewed PP8L Calculation EC-013-0920, Rev. 0, "Evaluation of Fire
Detection System per NFPA 72E." The team noted technical concerns related to the
adequacy of the licensee evaluation and its ability provide the reasonable assurance
needed to support the defense-in-depth fire protection principle that plant fires will be
promptly detected.

Item 5.6 of Section 5.0, "Method," states: "The actual coverage area per detector was
calculated by dividing.the fire zone area by the number of detectors." This method of
averaging the area of coverage does not meet the criteria of NFPA 72E. NFPA 72E
(1974), Section 4-4, "Spacing," and Section 4-5, "Special Considerations," explain in
detail the criteria for locating individual spot detectors. Additional examples are provided
in the appendix of NFPA 72E. Deficiencies in the system design (such as the ones
described in board room 407 above) are overlooked and hidden by this method. For all
practical purposes room 407 only has one operable detector. This method is also in
direct conflict with the code requirements for items such as spacing from walls.

The licensee's evaluation and method ignored high ceilings. NFPA 72E, Section 4Q.5,
specifies that additional spot detectors are needed for this design situation.

In addition, this evaluation and method did not consider the extensive network of
bean'ocketsformed in the structure of the ceilings. Structural steel drawings E-1 05315

(Rev. 15), and E-105316 (Rev. 14) depict these beam pockets. From an engineering
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prospective, it is easy to see how these beam pockets willchannel and divert the
dynamic fluid flow of the smoke after it has risen (being buoyant) and begins to spread
out across the ceiling.

Appropriately, high ceilings, deep beam pockets, and detector spacing limitations should
be considered simultaneously in establishing the limiting parameters of the system
design. Evaluating one par'ameter without considering the others willgive a false
impression of the design. Additionally, the calculation identifies clear deficiencies in the
design (Section 6.1), which are then ignored. Section 6.2 of the calculation states: "It is
concluded that the SSES fire detection system meets the intent of the guidelines as
prescribed by NFPA 72E." - From its review of the licensee's detection design evaluation
and calculation, the team could not conclude that the detector spacing met NFPA 72-E.
In addition, the team found that the evaluation and calculation, because of analytical
weaknesses, did not support the defense-in-depth principle that fires be rapidly
detected.

c. ~oncl~u'o

The team identified issues associated with the installed fire detection system and its
ability to meet the installation criteria established by the applicable NFPA COR.

SSES Operating License NPF-14 (Unit 1) Condition 2.C (6) and NPF-22 (Unit 2)
Condition 2.C(3) specify that the licensee implement and maintain in effect all provisions
of the approved fire protection program as described in the FPRR for the facilities and
as approved by the NRC SER dated August 9, 1989. The NRC based its approval of
the SSES fire protection program on the licensee's commitment to follow the guidance
of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants," and the licensee's commitment to meet Sections III.G, III.J., and III.L'f
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

SER, Section 9.5.1.4, "Fire Detection Systems," identified NFPA 72D, "Standard for the
Installation, Maintenance and Use of Proprietary Protective Signaling Systems for
Watchmen, Fire Alarm and Supervisory Service," as the design basis document..

Contrary to the above, as of November 7, 1997, the licensee could not adequately
demonstrate that the fire detection system in the areas inspected met minimum industry
fire protection codes. Specifically, the licensee could not demonstrate that the design,
considered,all environmental and physical aspects of the installation including, but not
limited to high ceilings, effects of the ventilation system on smoke movement,
obstructions, and beam pocket ceiling construction. This is identified as an unresolved
item, Fire mitigation system design and installation does not appear to meet
minimum industry codes and standards. (Unresolved Item, 50-387, 388/97-201-05)
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F6.4.2 ~LdhUUUli 5

ec'ER

Section 9.5.1.1, identified NFPA 20, "Standard for the Installation of Centrifugal
Fire Pumps," as the design basis document. The COR is the 1974 edition. Along with
NFPA 20, the ancillary codes required for the installation are NFPA 22, "Standard for
Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection" (COR 1974 edition), and NFPA 24, "Standard
for Outside Protection," (COR, 1973 edition). There are no licensee-documented
deviations from the CORs for the fire protection water delivery system. These CORs
were used to review certain design and installation attributes associated with the - .

installed fire protection water supply and distribution system.

b. s I

The SER describes the system thus: "The pumps take suction from the two clarified
water storage tanks of which 300,000 gallons are reserved for fire protection in each
tank. A second water source is provided by the six million gallon cooling tower basin."
This is incorrect. There is only one 500,000 gallon clarified water tank.

The team conducted a walkdown of the pump installation. The fire pump installation
was found to be in good material condition. Review of the flushing program indicated
that there currently was no trending program to monitor the internal condition of the
carbon steel portions of the piping system (i.e., monitor the lower Hazen-Williams "C"

Factor and reduced internal pipe diameter as the system ages). Based on industry
operating experience, the use of clarified water from the tank intermittently mixed with
raw water from the cooling tower basin warrants the establishment of a trending
program.

c.
~c~s'he

overall fire protection water supply delivery system appeared to be in good order.
Within the areas inspected the team did not identify any code discrepancies.

F6.4.3 a'r

SER Section 9.5.1.2, "Sprinkler and Standpipe Systems," identified NFPA 13, "Standard
for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems," as the design basis document. The NRC has
previously provided guidance on sprinkler system installations. In GL 86-10, Question
3.4.5, "Sprinkler Head Location," the staff provided the following guidance: "Sprinkler
heads should be located at the ceiling. Sprinkler heads at other locations may be
necessary depending upon the hazard and the cumulative effect of the obstructions to
'the discharge of water from the sprinkler head. The sprinkler system design should
meet NFPA 13." In addition, in Question 3.8.1, the NRC staff provided its position
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regarding "Fire Protection Features-NFPA Conformance," and compliance with the
criteria specified in the NFPA codes and standards.

The sprinkler system design COR is the 1974 edition and the licensee has not
documented any deviations from the code for the installed systems.

This NFPA standard was used to review certain design aspects of the sprinkler systems
installed in the general area spaces of the Unit 1 and 2 reactor buildings.

b. bserv

Appendix R deviations state that one of the technical justifications for the deviation was
the area-wide sprinkler system installed in accordance with NFPA 13. Therefore, the
team performed a walkdown of sprinkler systems installed on elevation 670'-0" of the
Unit 1 reactor building arid elevations 7'19'-0" and 749'-0" of the Unit 2 reactor building.
The following observations and findings were made as a result of this walkdown.

Elevation 670'-0"

The upright sprinkler head, on a nipple riser, located outside door I-109 (remote
shutdown panel) is configured incorrectly with the sprinkler head and its deflector at a
45'ngle. The sprinkler also has what appears to be spray-on Thermo-Lag 330-1 on
the fusible link and deflector. These 'conditions do not appear to meet NFPA 13 (1974),
Sections 3-15.2.1, 3-15.9, and 4-2.4.7.

An upright sprinkler head located at the HPCI pumps is connected to a N" X 4" pipe
nipple and is obstructed. This presents two problems. First, the sprinkler head is
located in a pocket formed by structural steel and the spray patter from the head is

'bstructed on all sides. The adjacent sprinkler heads are not spaced appropriately to
compensate for this condition. This condition does not appear to meet NFPA 13 (1974),
Section 4-2.4.6. Second, the use of pipe smaller than 1" is prohibited by NFPA 13
(1974), Section 7-1.1.2 for use of the flow restriction.

Elevation 719'-0"

Outside the traveling incore probe (TIP) room (door 406), there are obstructions below
the sprinkler heads (e.g., light fixtures, beams, electrical junction boxes). This does not
appear to met the guidance of NFPA 13 (1974),
Chapter 4.

Face bushings are installed in the system. (Example: reduced tee outside the TIP
room.) The use of these bushings does not meet NFPA 13 (1974), Section 3-12.3.

The control rod drive (CRD) area has multiple overhead obstructions (e.g., lighting
fixtures, beams, electrical components) that, when the total obstructed area is
considered, inhibit the sprinkler from developing and delivering an effective spray
pattern to the floor within the protected area. The combined area of these obstructions
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exceeds the industry code requirements of NFPA 13 (1974), Section 4P.13 (also see
NFPA 13, Appendices A4-4.13 and B-4-2.3, and NRC guidance provided in GL 86-10
Question 3.4.5). Other areas where the sprinklers are obstructed include both sides of
the Unit 2 HVAC Zone 2 duct and the area near column line Q36 where the HVAC duct
and cable tray form obstructions.

Elevation 749'-0"

In the area near column line T30.5 there is a concentration of stored radiation worker
C-zone clothing. There is also Thermo-Lag installed in the area. The ceiling level
sprinklers are obstructed by an HVAC duct which is greater than 4'-0" in width. This
obstruction exceeds the NFPA 13 (1974) and NRC GL 86-10 criteria and would impede
water spray from the overhead sprinklers to a floor-based fire.

'hermo-Lag barrier E2KK21 located in the overhead above the chillers forms a
combustible obstruction to the sprinklers which is greater than 4'-0"; There are no
sprinklers located below the barrier.

c. ~rgII~~i

The team identified plant conditions that affected the ability of the sprinkler system to
react to a fire and might adversely affect system performance. The team concluded that
certain sprinklers systems installed at SSES exhibited weaknesses in meeting the COR,
specifically with regard to the placement of sprinkler heads, area of sprinkler head
coverage, and obstructions to the area of coverage

Additionally, the licensee could not provide the team with an evaluation which addressed
. the code deviations the team identified during its walkdown inspection. Therefore, the
sprinkler system deviating conditions are identified as another example of the program
weakness related to plant fire protection features that do not meet the minimum industry
codes and standards.

SSES Operating License NPF-14 (Unit 1) Condition 2.C (6) and NPF-22 (Unit 2)
Condition 2.C(3) specify that the licensee implement and maintain in effect all provisions
of the approved fire protection program as described in the FPRR for the facilities and
as approved by the NRC SER dated August 9, 1989. The NRC based its approval of
the SSES fire protection program on the licensee's commitment to follow the guidance
of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants," and the licensee's commitment to meet Sections III.G, III.J., and III.Lof
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

SER Section 9.5.1.2, "Sprinkler and Standpipe Systems," identified NFPA 13, "Standard
for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems," as the design basis document. The sprinkler
system design COR is the 1974 edition and the licensee has not documented any
deviations from the code for the installed systems.
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Contrary to the above, as of November 7, 1997, the licensee could not adequately,
demonstrate that the sprinkler systems in the areas inspected met minimum industry fire
protection codes. Specifically, the licensee could not demonstrate that the design met
the COR with regard to the placement of sprinkler heads, area of sprinkler head
coverage, and obstructions to the area of coverage. This is identified as an unresolved
item, Fire mitigation system design and installation does not appear to meet
minimum industry codes and standards. (Unresolved Item, 50-387,388/97-201-05)

F6.4.4 o a I din as te

~ a. c e

SER Section 9.5.1.3, "Gas Fire Suppression Systems," identifies NFPA 12, "Standard
on Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems," and NFPA 12A, "Standard on Halogenated
Fire Extinguishing Agent Systems-Halon 1301," as the design basis document.
NFPA 12 and 12A (1973 editions) are the CORs and the licensee has not documented
any deviations from these CORs.

These industry fire protection codes were used to review certain aspects of the gaseous
fire suppression system designs installed in the north, center, and south cable chases,
Unit 1 lower relay room, Unit 2 lower relay room, Unit 1 upper relay room, and Unit 2
upper relay room.

b. 0 erv i

The power generation control complex (PGCC) is protected by a Halon 1301 fire
suppression system. The system was designed and installed by General Electric (GE)
as a part of a packaged system. The system protects the panels, termination cabinets,
and the under-floor area. The design concentration is 20 percent by volume with a
20-minute soak time. The system'is also designed to achieve 6 percent by volume in
10 seconds in the panels. Smoke detectors are provided for early alarm, with thermal
detectors performing the system discharge. The licensee maintains the prepackaged
system under Installation and Operation Manual (IOM) 444. The team field verified the
system configuration and found no apparent modifications to the original GE package.
Based on this field review, no further review of the system or its design basis was
performed.

Inadequate testing of gaseous fire suppression systems has been an industry concern.
The latest information on this matter is provided in IN 92-28, "Inadequate Fire
Suppression System Testing."

At SSES, automatic, total flooding, low pressure CO, systems are installed in the north,
center, and south cable chases, Unit 1 lower relay room, Unit 2 lower relay room, Unit 1

upper relay room, and Unit 2 upper relay room. In addition, manual, total flooding, low
pressure CO, systems are installed in the north, center, and south cable chases control
room level, Unit 1 and 2 control room under floor, Unit 1 and 2 control room soffit, and
rooms C-411, 412, 413, 414 soffit.
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These systems were designed and supplied by Cardox under Bechtel Specification.
8856-M-344. Section 10.3 of the specification states: "A full carbon dioxide discharge
and concentration test shall be made for each hazard." The first CO, system to have its
full discharge concentration test (in accordance with NFPA 12 (1973), Section 134)
during the pre-operational test program was the elevation 698'orth cable chase.
PP8L personal explained that during the full discharge test, an approximately 32" x 32"
door either blew open or was left open, forcing the test to be terminated. The failure to
maintain the door in the closed position was attributed to the instrument leads that
passed through the door opening.

In an effort to understand the licensee's basis, for not performing the full discharge tests-
specified in NFPA 12, the original specification, and the pre-operational test program,'he team reviewed a number of PP&L historical documents. The key documentation is
summarized below. A Test Change Notice (TCN) was written against the original
procedure. TCN 1 for procedure P 13.2 states: "Reason for TCN: CO, concentration
tests have been scheduled after pre-operational test has been completed." The change
required was to "delete step 4.1.8 from the test prerequisite list." Step 4.1.8 of
procedure P 13.2 states: "The subcontractor has successfully completed all inspections
and tests required by Section 10 of Technical Specification M344, Revision 4. (These
tests include determination of time required to reach 30 percent carbon dioxide
concentration and syste'rn ability to achieve 50 percent carbon dioxide concentration in
each hazard area.) Appropriate test reports, inspection records and forms are on file."
This step directly supports Test Objective 5: "The ability of the Carbon Dioxide Fire

'rotection system to establish proper CO, concentrations in each hazard area." The
cover of TCN 1 also contains the reference: "See Work Authorization (WA) U27611 for
the Satisfactory Results and Test Data Recorded During Concentration Test Performed
on 4/20/82." Review of WA U27611 indicated that a test was performed on north cable
chase elevation 698'. The report indicated 150 seconds of discharge, temperature
drops from 75 'F to 24 'F, and pressure changes from 0.40" to 4.0" water column
(w.c.), then a rapid depressurization to 0.10" w.c. There was no information recorded in
the CO, Concentration % column. The strip recorder charts were attached to the WA.
Review of the chart indicates that probes were placed at 1', 7', and 14'rom the floor.
All three probes indicated a 30 percent concentration at less than 2 minutes. The probe
at 1'eld 50 percent concentration for approximately 13 minutes, the probe at 7'eld
50 percent concentration for approximately 12 minutes, and the probe at 14'eld
50 pe'rcent concentration for approximately 5 minutes. Based on this information, the
system did not meet acceptance criteria. A typical total flooding CO, system protecting
a deep-seated fire hazard is designed to hold the 50 percent concentration for
20 minutes. Based on the Sandia National Laboratories testing reported in
NUREEG/CR-3656, PP8 L has reduced its acceptance hold time (at a minimum
50 percent concentration) to 15 minutes. None of the probes demonstrated acceptable
hold times. The tests were to be witnessed by Factory Mutual (FM); however, the
document was not signed by FM as being an acceptable test. The WA does not provide
additional inform'ation on the failure of the test. In a Mutual Atomic Energy Reinsurance
Pool (h'IAERP) reinspection report dated April 23, 1982 (Index.38841.60), the inspector
acknowledged the failed test but wrote: "[it)was decided that the required 50 percent
concentration would have been maintained throughout the vertical cable chase had the
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access door not been left open and therefore the installation is being considered
acceptable." The MAERP inspector concluded: "ln the future during testing, carbon
dioxide concentration levels will be monitored for a minimum of twenty minutes to permit
a more complete evaluation of how well the extinguishing agent is holding." The future
CO, tests were never performed.

In a letter dated June 2, 1989, NRC Region I documented the results of combined
Inspection Reports Nos. 50-387/89-09 and 50-388/89-09. The report states: "During
the course of this inspection, questions were raised regarding the adequacy of the initial
acceptance testing of a number of the CO, fire suppression system." The results of the

- inspection is the following: "The inspector identified a concern regarding the adequacy
of the carbon dioxide systems. The adequacy of these systems was questioned
because it could not be demonstrated that adequate initial acceptance tests for these
systems had been performed." The detail section of the report provides this additional
information: "The licensee in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) committed to
perform tests of the CO, systems to demonstrate proper operation of the system..." A
followup telephorie call on April 18, 1989, between the inspector and the licensee
determined that a full discharge initial acceptance test was performed in the north cable
chase. Initial acceptance tests for the other areas were not performed. The licensee,
during the April 18, 1989, telephone call indicated that the decision was made during the
pre-operational phase not to test the other systems because of concerns that CO,
cooling.could adversely affect sensitive electrical equipment. The licensee stated that
since the north cable chase CO, system passed the acceptance test, additional testing
of the other CO, syste'ms was unnecessary. It was the licensee's view that "the other
systems will perform as well as the tested area." The NRC identified this as an
unresolved item (50-387/89-09-01 and 50-388/89-09-01).

In a SER dated May 12, 1992, the NRC documented its review of the licensee's
proposed alternative to full discharge testing of the CO, systems. The NRC concluded
that the*licensee's actions were adequate to provide reasonable assurance that the
installed CO, fire suppression systems would function as designed and that the
unresolved item from Inspection Report 89-09-01 had been adequately addressed.
Specifically, the SER concluded:

The staff found that the licensee has taken appropriate measures to
demonstrate that, with the exception of those automatic systems
protecting the north, center and south cable chase enclosures, the total
flooding CO, fire suppression system listed in the SSES TSs will perform
satisfactorily in service. The licensee has committed to increase the
amount of CO, injected to each cable chase enclosure. The minimum
amount of CO, required will be that amount for which a computer model
reviewed by the staff predicts a 50% CO, concentration will be
maintained for 15 minutes. Based on this action, the staff also concluded
that the licensee has committed to take the appropriate measures to
demonstrate the automatic total flooding CO, fire suppression system
protecting the north, center, and south cable chase enclosures will
perform satisfactorily in service. Due to the uncertainty of certain input
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parameters and the ability to compare the model response to limited data
from the full discharge test performed for the north cable chase, the staff
only considers this computer model appropriate for use in evaluating the
response of cable chase enclosures at SSES to a CO, discharge.

The initial full discharge test as documented in WA U27611 failed the test acceptance
criteria of NFPA 12 and the system design specification (Bechtel 8856-M-344) (i.e., for
deep seated fires, a 50 percent CO, concentration for a minimum of 20 minutes). The
CO, concentration hold time was not acceptable. The increases in pressure should
have been acceptable (and therefore contained) for a light building as defined by
NFPA 12 (1973), Section 2623. Therefore, due to the above-listed test deficiencies,
refe'rencing this test for acceptance is not technically sound. In addition, during a phone
conversation with the NRC, as documented in the NRC letter dated June 2, 1989, the
licensee stated that since the north cable chase CO, system passed the acceptance
test, additional testing of the other CO, systems was not necessary. Since the basis of
the NRC's acceptance is not accurate because of inconclusive test results, the data
extrapolation made by the licensee provided limited insights regarding system
performance and does not form an adequate technical basis for judging how other CO,
system installations would perform. No pre-operational test discrepancy report was
initiated to document the north cable chase CO, system failure. The procedure was
then revised to eliminate the full discharge test. This is inconsistent with CO, testing
and does not meet the objectives of the specification and the test plan, bringing the
entire CO, pre-operational test into question.

The use of a "door fan test" is considered an acceptable method of verifying the
tightness of an enclosure, which is one element of a properly designed, installed, and
functioning gaseous suppression system. It is appropriate to use this method for a CO,
system as a verification test after a system has successfully completed the required
initial acceptance tests. However, this test in and of itself does not provide reasonable
assurance that the system will perform as designed. For example, the door fan test
does not establish the ability of the piping system to deliver the extinguishing agent at
the required rate of discharge. This is especially true with two-phase flow media such
as CO,. It is common during startup and pre-operational system testing to discover
design discrepancies in a newly installed CO, system such as icing and clogging of
nozzles, obstructions impacting nozzle discharge, or excessive pipe movement during
discharge. The full discharge test also confirms that the calculated values (pipe size
and configurations, number of nozzles, nozzle oriflices sizing, and timer settings, etc.)
are adequate. Likewise, the full discharge test confirms damper closure and helps
identify design weaknesses, ifany, such as the failure of ducts due to a sudden inrush
of pressure and rapid cooling. The door fan test method is not capable of detecting
deficiencies in CO, system design and performance.

During the April 18, 1989 phone call, the licensee indicated "that the decision was made
during the pre-operational phase not to test the other systems because of concerns that
CO, cooling could adversely affe".t sensitive electrical equipment." BTP Chemical
Engineering Branch (CMEB) 9.5.1, Section C.5, "Carbon Dioxide Suppression
Systems," specifies that consideration also be given to the "possibility of secondary
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thermal shock (cooling ) damage." Further, Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, GDC 3,
states: "Fire fighting systems shall be designed to assure that their rupture or
inadvertent operation does not significantly impair the safety capability of those
structures, systems, and components." Based on this statement and the licensee's
concerns regarding future full discharge testing, the team is concerned that CO, may not
be an appropriate extinguishing agent for the various electrical rooms.

c. ~or~us'l

From its review of CO, suppression systems installed at SSES, the team concluded that
these systems, because of the lack of appropriate pre-operational system discharge
testing, may not be capable of performing their intended fire control functions. In
addition, the team concluded that the application of these systems may not meet the
intent of GDC 3 due to the licensee's concerns related to thermal shock to electrical
equipment. Therefore, this is identified as an unresolved item, The operational
suppression capability of the CO, systems has not been demonstrated by full
discharge tests. (Unresolved Item 50-387,388/97-201-06)

F6.4.5 ose ai s ad'e

SER Section 9.5.1.2, "Sprinkler and Standpipe Systems," identified NFPA 14,
"Standpipe and Hose Systems for Sizing, Spacing, and Pipe Support Requirements," as
the design basis document. The COR is the 1974 edition. The licensee has not
documented any deviations from the code for the standpipe and hose station system
installed at SSES. The team used this fire protection code to review certain design
aspects of the standpipe and hose station system installed in the general area spaces of
the control and reactor buildings.

b. bs i n in 'n

The team walked down the standpipe hose stations in the control building. SSES uses
a Class II system as defined by NFPA 14 (1974). NFPA 14 defines a Class il system as
one that is to be "primarily used by the building occupants until the arrival of the fire
department (small hose)." NFPA 14 (1974), Section 332, further states: "The number of
hose stations for Class II service in each building and each section of a building divided
by fire walls shall be such that all portions of each story of the building are within 30 feet
of a nozzle when attached to not more than 100 feet of hose."

The team examined hose stations 1 HR 158 and 1 HR 125. These hose stations
provide manual water fire suppression to the MCR and the Unit 1 lower cable spreading
room, respectively. These hose stations were found in good working order. They were
equipped with an electric safe nozzle and pressure reducing disk. Gaskets were
installed at the valves and nozzle connections. The team measured from each hose
station into the respective area and determined that the hose station coverage (i.e.,

100'f

hose plus 30'ose stream) was adequate.
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During the week of October 27, 1997, licensee personnel walked down additional hose
stations and discovered standpipe hose stations that did not meet their licensing and
design basis and, therefore, could not provide. the required area of coverage with the
allotted 100'f fire hose. The licensee documented this issue in CR 97-3650.

The team concluded that, focusing on the hose station layout, including inspection, the
licensee took the initiative to perform additional reviews of the standpipe system and as
a result of these reviews found areas outside of the required coverage and issued
CR 97-3650.

SSES Operating License NPF-14 (Unit 1) Condition 2.C (6) and NPF-22 (Unit 2)
Condition 2.C(3) specify that the licensee implement and maintain in effect all provisions
of the approved fire protection program as described in the FPRR for the facilities and
as approved by the NRC SER dated August 9, 1989. The NRC based its approval of
the SSES fire protection program ori the licensee's commitment to follow the guidance
of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants," and the licensee's commitment to meet Sections III.G, III.J., and III.Lof
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

SER Section 9.5.1.2, "Sprinkler and Standpipe Systems," identified NFPA 14.
"Standpipe and Hose Systems for Sizing, Spacing, and Pipe Support Requirements," as
the design basis document. The COR is the 1974 edition. The licensee has not
documented any deviations from the code for the installed standpipe and hose station
system.

Contrary to the above, as of November 7, 1997, the licensee could not demonstrate that
standpipe hose stations met their licensing and design basis by providing the required
area of coverage to all structures, systems, and components important to safety with the
allotted 100'f fire hose. This is identified as an unresolved item, The design and
installation of'standpipe and hose systems do not appear to meet the criteria of
NFPA 14-1 974. (Unresolved Item, 50-387,388/97-201-05)

F6.4.6 as 'v

s e

The licensee recently installed new carpet in the MCR. The flammability testing of this
carpeting was evaluated by the team against NRC and industry fire protection guidance
to determine its acceptability for use.

Recently, the MCR had been renovated and new carpet in"tailed. The SESS licensing
basis (Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, Section D.1.(d)) requires that interior finishes
be classified as having a flame spread, smoke and fuel contribution of 25 or less in their
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use configurations when tested in accordance with American Society of Testing
Materials (ASTM) E-84. Since the issuance of the BTP, the fire protection industry has
made numerous advances in interior finish and carpet flammability testing. Underwriters
Laboratories, Inc. (UL), now has specific tests for floor coverings instead of the general
ASTM E-84 flame spread test. The vast majority of carpet manufacturers now using
these new tests. The licensee recognized this change and issued its position on the
new flammability testing criteria in a "Memo to File, File A20-1 SO13 A17-15." The
licensee acknowledged these new test methods and adjusted their flammability testing
requirements accordingly. PP8L Service Order No. 6<9937-5 provides the flammability
requirements consistent with this position. The carpet installed was tested in
accordance with ASTM E-648, "Standard Test Method for Critical Radiant Flux of Floor--
Covering Systems Using a Radiant Heat Energy Source"; NFPA 253, "Standard Test
Method for Critical Radiant Flux of Floor-Covering Systems Using a Radiant Heat

'nergySource"; Federal Test Method DOC-FF-1-70, "Standard for the Surface
Flammability of Carpets and Rugs." The carpet met the Class I interior floor finish

'riteriaas defined in NFPA 101, "Life Safety Code." Class I interior floor finishes are
materials that exceed the test requirements when exposed to a minimum critical radiant
flux of 0.45 watts/cm'. This classification is specified by NFPA 101 in areas such as
health care facilities where nonambulatory occupants are not capable of rapid exit and
require a higher level of protection.

c.
g~ou~s'he

team concluded that, in procuring the new carpeting, the licensee specified that the
carpeting meet the Class I flammability testing acceptance criterion when tested in
accordance with ASTM E-648. In addition, the team confirmed that the carpeting
installed had been certiTied by the manufacturer to meet this specified criterion.
Therefore, the team concluded that the new MCR carpeting meets the most stringent
criteria established by current interior floor finish classification testing standards.

F6.5 er c i d om ic i n

F6.5.1 c 'hi
a. s I

The team observed the condition and aiming of emergency lighting units (ELUs) during
tours of the facility and a walkthrough of ON-100-009, Rev. 4, "Control Room.
Evacuation."

b. b a
'

d F'n s

Section III.J of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 specifies that fixed, self-contained lighting
with individual 8-hour minimum battery power supplies be provided in areas that must be
manned for safe shutdown and for access and egress routes to and from those areas.
During a tour of the E diesel generator building, an inspector found six nonfunctional
ELUs. When this was brought to the attention of the licensee, the initial response was
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that there were no safe shutdown ELUs in the E diesel building. The inspector,
questioned whether that was true when the E diesel generator was connected in place
of one of the divisional diesel generators. Additional review by the licensee determined
that although the six failed ELUs were not safe shutdown units, there are nine safe
shutdown ELUs in the E diesel generator building. Condition Report 97-3501 was
generated to document that these units were not correctly identified and were not
receiving appropriate testing and maintenance.

During a walkdown of the licensee's safe shutdown procedure ON-100-009, the
adequacy of emergency lighting provided for areas where manual operator actions were
required was evaluated on a sample basis. ~ In addition, the emergency lighting provided
foi access to and egress from these manual operator action areas was sampled. The
RWCU equipment, which is required by the post-fire safe shutdown procedure.to be
checked for leakage, is located in a corridor on the 779'levation of the reactor building,
on the west side, and is not provided with fixed, self-contained 8-hour battery pack
ELUs. In addition, step 4.4.3 requires opening breaker 1Y219-018 to stop RWCU
leakage or diverting reactor water to radwaste or the condenser via RWCU. Power
panel 1Y219, located on 719'levation of Unit 1 reactor building, is also not illuminated
by an ELU.

For a fire requiring shutdown from outside the MCR, flow control valve HV-243-F023A
must be closed to ensure that shutdown cooling (SDC) return water to the vessel injects
into the core region and not into the recirculation loop. Since this valve cannot be
controlled from the RSP, the licensee has included procedural direction to ensure the
valve's closure via operator actions at the valve's motor control center (MCC2B237043)
prior to placing RHR in the SDC or LPCI mode. However, a review of this activity found
no emergency lighting to be installed at the MCC. In response, the licensee issued a
CR, dated October 10, 1997, stating that 8-hour emergency lighting coverage is
required for this area.

c. QoOglugign

Based on the conditions noted during the plant tours and the control room evacuation
procedure walkdown, the inspector concluded that conditions exist where the SSES
design does not meet the emergency lighting requirements of Section III.J. of
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

SSES Operating License NPF-14 (Unit 1) Condition 2.C (6) and NPF-22 (Unit 2)
Condition 2.C(3) specify that the licensee implement and maintain in effect all provisions
of the approved fire protection program as described in the FPRR for the facilities and
as approved by the NRC SER dated August 9, 1989. The NRC based its approval of
the SSES fire protection program on the licensee's commitment to follow the guidance
of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants," and th'- licensee's commitment to meet Sections III.G, III.J., and III.Lof
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.
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Section III.J ofAppendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that fixed, self-contained lighting, .

with individual 8-hour minimum battery power supplies be provided in areas that must be
manned for safe shutdown and for access and egress routes to and from all fire areas.

Contrary to the above, as of November 7, 1997, the licensee could not demonstrate that
it had adequate emergency, lighting for (1) checking the RWCU system for leakage,
(2) opening breaker 1Y219-018 to stop RWCU leakage or diverting reactor water to
radwaste or the condenser via RWCU, or (3) closing flow control valve HV-243-F023A at
motor control center 2B237043. In addition, the required ELUs in the E diesel generator
building were not receiving appropriate testing and maintenance. Therefore, these

. failures to meet the Appendix R requirements for ELUs are identified as an unresolved '-

item, Failure to provide post-fire safe shutdown lighting in areas and have a
progiam that assures the operability of lighting in the "E" diesel building.
(Unresolved Item 50-387, 388/97-201-07)

F6.5.2 Io

Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1 specifies that fixed emergency communications be
available. The'licensee's SSA commits to maintaining a voice-powered communications
system to provide uninterruptible communication from the MCR and RSPs to numerous
locations throughout the plant. The team assessed the adequacy of the
communications provided for implementing various required post-fire safe shutdown
operator actions, as well as between operations and the fire brigade.

b. Ob erv 'ons

During the onsite inspection the licensee was requested to provide documentation that
demonstrated that communications were evaluated and properly integrated into the
SSA. Of particular interest to the inspection team was that all manual actions required
to support safe shutdown of the plant were identified and addressed. In response to this
request, the licensee provided calculation EC-013-0563, Rev. 0, dated June 3, 1994, to
the inspection team. In review of this calculation, the team compared the Appendix R
manual operations stated in DCN 96-0117, dated March 14, 1996, E-690, to the
communications areas listed in EC-013-0563. Review and comparison of these
documents by the inspection team did not reveal any inconsistencies.

c. ~Co

I~u'ased

on the its review, the team found that the communications provided to support
post-fire safe shutdown from outside the MCR was adequate and satisfied the SSA
commitments. Therefore, within the areas inspected, the team did not identify any
conditions that it considered to be program weaknesses.
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F6.6 PE E 'r

For the plant areas noted below, the team assessed the reasonableness of the
licensee's IPEEE assumptions, analysis methodology, and results.

b. s 'o sa '

Room with 125V dc Distribution Panels (Zone 0-28B-II)

Simultaneous loss of these 125V dc distribution panels (one due to fire, the other due to
. random failure) is the largest contributor to fire-induced core damage frequency (CDF)

in the SSES IPEEE. There are several problems with the treatment of this room. First
of all, SSES did not model fire damage from short-term transient fires (i.e., not fixed or
long-term) since it claims industry data and SSES's good housekeeping practices make
such fires insignificant. Also, the ignition frequency for this room included a long-term
transient component which takes into consideration good housekeeping by SSES. The
licensee's analysis assumes that good housekeeping re'duces the ignition frequency.

Because of the allowance of transient combustibles by administrative limits, short-term
transient fires should not be assumed to be insignificant. It is recommended that these
fires be modeled, with appropriate reductions in frequency considering their likelihood.
In fact, it is recommended that fires governed by the administratively established limits
on transient combustibles be modeled in all areas in the plant.

Crediting good housekeeping at every potential avenue is too optimistic and unrealistic.
A regional fire inspector found a fire load of highly flammable paint over approximately
1500 square feet (in Unit 1 RHR pump room), which translates to approximately
2.4E7 BTU. Unattended vacuums and mops were also found in the plant. Thus,
significant combustible sources and unattended combustible sources discredit the
assumption that good housekeeping will keep short-term transient sources insignificant.

Control Room

Unit 1 was the only unit modeled in the IPEEE. For Unit 1, the 1C601 cabinet is
partitioned by single steel barriers into three subsections. According to the IPEEE, fire
in one subsection cannot spread to another. As a result, the 1C601 ECCS cabinet was
screened out from the IPEEE analysis.

Upon inspecting the plant, the team found penetrations in the metal barriers separating
each subsection. In addition, a common trough lies beneath all sections of the Unit 1

ECCS cabinet. The cables from each cabinet feed directly into this trough. No floor
separates these cabinets from this trough. Most cables in these cabinets have fire-
resistant tubing around them. According to the licensee's probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) spe'cialist, cables penetrating dividers are protected by flexible conduit on one
side of the penetration. According to the IPEEE, these cables are either IEEE-383 or
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equivalent. It was noticed that one set of cables beside the metal wall in one of the
sections was unprotected by tubing.

Actually, this common trough continues through OC653 and into Unit 2 2C601 ECCS
cabinet. Observations about the Unit 1 ECCS cabinet apply to the Unit 2 cabinet.

Flexible fire-resistant conduit on one side of the penetration will not stop fire from
propagating. Unprotected cables beside the metal walls are susceptible to fire via
conduction of heat through the metal barrier. In addition, hot cable and tubing could
drop into the trough and ignite a cable fire. In both scenarios, the entire Unit 1 ECCS
cabinet would be susceptible to a single fire.. The trough is more troublesome since it
threatens the Unit 2 ECCS cabinet also. It is recommended that the loss of the entire
Unit 1 ECCS cabinet be modeled, and the likelihood of damage to all cabinets on the
trough be evaluated. Loss of an entire ECCS cabinet has the potential to be the most
severe IPEEE sequence.

Cable Spreading Rooms, Upper and Lower

Both cable spreading rooms (CSRs) were screened out of the IPEEE as lacking
combustibles. According to the IPEEE, IEEE-383 or comparable cable is found in the
cable spreading room. Inspections found electrical cabinets in the rooms. It was also
noted that hot work is allowed in the room. In fact, the IPEEE indicates that welding and
cutting at power is an ignition source for the CSR. Administrative limits also allow
transient combustibles.

IEEE-383 cable is combustible. Ignition sources such as electrical cabinets exist,
maintenance on those cabinets is done, and welding and grinding are allowed.
Therefore, the cable spreading rooms should not be screened out on a qualitative basis
and should be evaluated on a quantitative basis.

Multi-Compartment FireThreat

A fire door is installed in the fire barrier wall that separates control structure fire areas
0-28B-I and 0-28B-II. Inspection of the door showed it to be properly installed and
sound.

The team determined that the fire barrier separating fire areas 0-28B-I and 0-28B-II
meets its fire rating. The licensee's analysis did not make any recommendations with
regard to improving the fire resistance of the barrier. The team noted that the IPEEE
does not utilize a failure probability for barriers and, therefore, the analysis does not
quantify the potential for a multi-compartment fire threat.

Relay Rooms, Upper and Lower

Detection for the carbon dioxide suppression system in the upper and lower relay room
was discovered to have no cross-zone protection against actuation. The risk
significance of inadvertent actuation was evaluated using a conditional generic damage
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1

probability (given an actuation) from NUREG/CR-5580, a carbon dioxide suppression
system inadvertent actuation frequency from SSES, and a conditional core damage
probability derived from the NRC Accident Sequence Precursor analysis. In each case,
all equipment related to the relays in the room is assumed to fail due to suppression
actuation.

The inadvertent actuation of the carbon dioxide system in a relay room was not found
significant. This conclusion is based upon presence of both divisions of ADS and one
division of CS and RHR, along with CRD to mitigate an accident upon loss of a relay
room. No recommendations exist.

~ocl~ui

The team identified several weaknesses with the IPEEE fire analysis and its
assumptions. These. weaknesses can be categorized as follows:

~ Large fires due to combustibles allowed by administrative limits are not modeled.
lt is the team's recommendation that large fires be modeled with appropriate
frequencies to take into account that they are less likely than the most likely
smaller fires which were exclusively considered. The team could not establish
that this recommended approach of modeling large fires had been considered for
cabinet fires.

~ The cable spreading room has been screened out due to the lack of
combustibles. However, it should be noted that cables in the cable spreading
room are combustible. In addition, transient combustibles are allowed in the
room by procedure, and ignition sources exist in the room, and hot work is
allowed by procedure. The team does not agree with the screening of this room.

~ Cabinet 1C601, the ECCS cabinet in the control room, can potentially be
damaged in a single fire due to penetrations between cabinet sections. This fire
was ruled out since these penetrations were overlooked by the IPEEE. Fire can
propagate through these penetrations and via the common trough (falling,

. burning cable), and unprotected cables along the wall can catch fire. This
sequence has the potential to be the most severe fire sequence.

Therefore, these coriditions are identified as a program weakness, Failure of the IPEEE
to consider the potential operational plant conditions or fire conditions which-
propagate into a large fire.
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V.

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at the
conclusion of the inspection on November 7, 1997. The licensee acknowledged the findings
presented.

The inspectors asked. the licensee whether any materials examined during the inspection
should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.

4
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Operations Representative
FPFI Project Manager
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System Engineer
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.Site Fire Protection Engineer
Senior Engineer
Appendix R Lead Engineer - "

Senior Engineer
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Manager Nuclear Systems Engineering
Supervising Engineer - Licensing
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Supervising Engineer
Senior Licensing Engineer
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B. Melley

Fire Protection Engineer
Fire Protection Engineer
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P. Madden
L. Marsh
J. Richmond
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M. Salley
K. Sullivan
S. West

Team Member - Nuclear Systems Engineer, BNL
Team Member - Fire Protection Inspector, Region I

. Team Member- PRAIIPEEE Analyst, SPSB, NRR
Senior Resident Inspector
Team Leader - Senior Fire Protection Engineer, NRR
Chief, SPLB, DSSA, NRR
Resident Inspector
Chief, Electrical Engineering Branch, Region I

Team Member - Fire Protection Engineer, NRR
Team Member - Electrical Systems Engineer, BNL
Chief, FPES, SPLB, DSSA, NRR





ADS
AFFF
APCSB
ASO
ASTM
AUS
BTP
BNL
BWR
CDF
CFR
CMEB
COR
CR
CRD
CSS
CTS
CST
CWO
DCN
DCP
DSSA
ECCS
ELU
EOP
ESSW
ESW
FM
FPES
FPFI
FPRR
FSAR
GDC
GDG
GE
GL
gpm
HVAC
HPCI
I&C

IEEE
IOM
IN
IPEEE
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LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

Automatic Depressurization System
Aqueous Film Forming Foam
'Auxiliary Power Conversion Systems Branch
AuxiliarySystem Operator
American Society of Testing Materials
Auxiliary Unit Operator
Branch Technical Position
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Boiling Water Reactor.
Core Damage Frequency
Code of Federal Regulations
Chemical Engineering Branch
Code of Record
Condition Report
Control Rod Drive
Core Spray System
Condensate Transfer System
Condensate Storage Tank
Construction Work Order
Design Change Notice
Design Change Package
Division of Systems Safety and Analysis
Emergency Core Cooling System
Emergency Lighting Unit
Emergency Operating Procedures
Emergency Safeguards Service Water
Emergency Service Water
Factory Mutual
Fire Protection Engineering Section
Fire Protection Functional Inspection
Fire Protection Review Report
Final Safety Analysis Report
General Design Criterion
General Design Guidance
General Electric
Generic Letter
Gallons Per Minute
Heating Ventilating and AirConditioning
High Pressure Core Injection
Instrumentation and Control
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Installation and Operation Manual
Information Notice
Individual Plant Examination of External Events
Limiting Condition for Operation
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LIST OF ACRONYMS USED - Continued

LOCA
LCSR
LOOP
LPCI
MAERP
MCC
MCR
MHIF
MOV
MSIV
NDAP
NEI
NFPA
NLO
NPO
NPSH
NRC
NRR
ON
P8 ID
PCO
PCR
PFSSD
PGCC
PP8L
PRA
psl
pslg
QA
QC
RCIC
RCS
RG
RHR
RHRSW
OR
rpm
RPS
RPV
RSP
RTD
RWCU
SO
SCBA
SCN

Loss of coolant accident
Lower Cable Spreading Room
Loss of Offsite Power
Low Pressure Core Injection
Mutual Atomic Energy Reinsurance Pool
Motor Control Center
Main Control Room
Multiple High Impedance Faults
Motor-Operated Valve =

Main Steam Isolation Valve
Nuclear Department Administrative Procedure
Nuclear Energy Institute
National Fire Protection Association
Non-licensed Operator
Nuclear Plant Operator
Net positive suction head
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Off-Normal
Pipe and Instrument Drawing
Plant Control Operator
Plant Change Notice
Post-Fire Safe Shutdown
Power Generation Control Complex
Pennsylvania Power and Light
Probabilistic Risk Assessment
pounds per square inch
pounds per square inch gauge
Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
Reactor Coolant System
Regulatory Guide
Residual Heat Removal
Residual Heat Removal Service Water System
Reactor Operator
revolutions per minute
Reactor Protection System
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Remote Shutdown Panel
Remote Thermal Detector
Reactor Water Clean-up
Station Black Out
Self-Contained Breathing

Apparatus'pecification

Change Notice
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SDC
SER
SFPE
SPLB
SPC
SPSB
SRO
SRV.
SS
SSA
SSCL
SSES
STA
TAF
TCN
TIP
TS
TSI
TVA
UL
WA

Shutdown Cooling
Safety Evaluation Report
Site Fire Protection Engineer
Plant Systems Branch
Suppression Pool Cooling
Probabilistic Safety Assessment Branch
Senior Reactor Operator
Safety Relief Valve
Shift Supervisor .,

Safe Shutdown Analysis
Safe Shutdown Component List
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Shift Technical Advisor
Top of Active Fuel
Test Change Notice
Traveling Incore Probe
Technical Specifications
Thermal Science, Inc.
Tennessee Valley Authority
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
Work Authorization



IP 64100
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INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

Post-fire Safe Shutdown, Emergency Lighting and Oil Collection Capability at
Operating an Near-term Operating Reactor Facilities

IP 64150 Triennial Post-fire Safe Shutdown Capability Reverification

IP 64704

TIXXXX

Fire Protection Program

Fire Protection Function Inspections
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ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED) AND DISCUSSED

This report categorizes the inspection findings as unresolved items in accordance with the NRC
Inspection Manual, Manual Chapter 0610. An unresolved item (URI) is a matter about which
additional information is required to determine whether the issue in question is an acceptable
item, a deviation, a nonconformance, or a violation. The NRC Region I office will issue any
enforcement action resulting from its review of the URls. With respect to this inspection, the
items identified as program weaknesses are program implementation or administration problem
areas which could potentially lead to noncompliance or nonconforming conditions.

e
/D'RI

50-387, 388/97-201-01

Program Weakness

Failure to follow plant administrative control procedures in
the essential safeguards service water (ESSW) pump
house (see Report Section F1.1).

Fire brigade effectiveness to control and extinguish a
flammable or combustible liquids fire impacted by the
policy to restrict the use of fire fighting foam on site (see
Report Section F2.1.1) ~

Program Weakness Fire brigade's effectiveness to control and suppress a fire
during a drill exercise impacted by equipment logistics and
deployment problems (see Report Section F3.3).

Program Weakness Failure to meet NDAP-QA-0445 procedural requirements
for annual physical for fire brigade members (see Report
Section F4.1).

URI 50-387, 388/97-201-02 Post-fire safe shutdown methodology does not assure
availability of keepfill system to prevent water hammer in
the HPCI, RCIC, CSS, and RHR system discharge piping
(see Report Section F6.1.1).

URI 50-387, 388/97-201-03 Failure of the automatic depressurization system
core/spray (ADS/CS) post-fire safe shutdown methodology
to meet the Appendix R reactor performance goals by
maintaining the reactor water level above the top of active
fuel (see Report Section F6.1.1).

URI 50-387, 388/97-201-04 Failure to identify preferred post-fire safe shutdown
instrumentation and required post-fire safe shutdown
actions in procedures used for post-fire safe shutdown
from inside the control room (see Report Section F6.2.1).
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ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED (continued)

URI 50-387,388/97-201-05

URI 50-387,388/97-201-06

URI 50-387, 388/97-201-07

Program Weakness

The design and installation of standpipe and hose systems
do not appear to meet the criteria'of NFPA 14-1974 (see
Report Sections F6.4.1, F6.4.3, and F6.4.5).

. The operational suppression capability of the CO, systems
'as

never been demonstrated by code-required system full
discharge tests (see Report Section F6.4.4).

Failure to provide post-fire safe shutdown lighting in areas
and have a program that assures the operability of lighting
in the "E" diesel building (see Report Section F6.5.1).

Failure of the IPEEE to consider the potential operational
plant conditions or fire conditions which propagate into a
large fire (see Report Section F6.6).
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Table 1 - Redundant Train Cable Separation Evaluation

SSD
. FUNCTION-;. : COMPONENTS

f, — l

COMMENT

Decay Heat
Removal
(Hot Shutdown)
and RPV Level
Control

RHR pumps - control circuits
1P2028 (Unit 1) and
2P2028 (Unit 2)

ln the event of fire in areas requiring DIVII shutdown (Path 3) ~ RHR pumps 1P2028 and 2P2028 must remain
available to support suppression pool cooling of both units. Comparison of cable routing information for control
cables associated with these pumps and fire area compliance methodologies developed by SSES determined that
adequate separation or fire protection features (e.g., fire protective wrap) have been provided.

RHR service water valves
1F0738 and 1F0758

Series~nnected, normally dosed motor operated valves - are a potential flowdiversion path. Separation and
analysis methodology/assumptions acceptable.

RCIC flowpath valves
HVE511F022 (RCIC Test line to
CSTJ and HVE511F011 (CST Valve)

Series~nnected, normally dosed motor operated'valves - are a potential flowdiversion path. Separation and
analysis methodology/assumptions related to potential for flowdiversion through series~nnected MOVs
acceptable.

RCIC steam admission valves
HVE511F007 and HVE511F008

Seriemnnected, normally open, MOVs - required open to ensure availability of RCIC in non-fire-affected unit.
Separation and analysis methodology/assumptions acceptable.

RPV Level
Indication

RPV wide range level transmitters
LT-14201A (DIV I) and
LT-142018 (DIVII)

Separation acceptable - configuration conforms to approved deviation (Deviation No. 27).

Essential
Environmental
Support

ESW HVAC- supply fans
1VS068 and 2V5068

Separation acceptable.





Table 2: PPBL Resolution for Potentially Affected Unit 1 Valves (Ref. IN 92-18)

:-.~.-,.'.-."".-.="=.-. --:;,=-'-;~»" -,, -j'~-;-" -:.UNIT=;1.VALVESREQUIRING NIODIFIC

RHR

System Valve ID

HV-151-F0038

HV-151-F0048

HV-151-F0158

HV-151-F0178

HV-151-F0478

HV-151-F0488

Function

HX outlet valve

Pmp 18 supp pool suction
valve

Injection inboard iso. valve

Injection outboard iso. valve

HX inlet valve

HX bypass valve

Disposition

Alternate shutdown (Path 2) RCIC MOVs may be
damaged as a result of IN 92-18 scenario before
isolation at RSP. However, in that case
thereactor could be depressurtzed using SRVs
available on RSP, RHR in LPCI mode for RPV
makeup, and suppression pool cooling
accomplished by alternate shutdown cooling
mode of RHR. To preserve this capability
damage to the RHR system valves shown here
must be prevented. Allvalves are required to be
available to support operation of RHR system for
decay heat removal or low pressure makeup.

Resolution

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Rewire existing interposing relays

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

RHRSW

RX RECIRC

HV-112108

HV-112158

HV-143-F0238

HV412228

HV4122481

RHR HX 18 SW
inlet valve

RHR HX 18 SW outlet valve

RX recirc pmp 8 suction valve

ESW spray pond bypass valve

ESW spray pond header valve

Valve must open to allow RHRSW flow through
RHR HX. Damage to valve must be prevented.

Valve located inside contmt. and must dose to
prevent short cycling of shutdown cooling flow.
Inability to dose willaffect DHR capability of
RHR.

Normally open; required dosed. Damage to valve
must be prevented.

Normally dosed; required open. Damage to valve
must be prevented.

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Relocate Torque/Limit switches





UNIT2 VALVES REQUIRING MODIFICATIONFOR IN 92-18 CONCERNS

System

RHR

RHRSW

RX RECIRC

ESW

Valve ID

HV-251-F003A

HV-251-F004A

HV-251-F015A

HV-251-F017A

HV-251-F047A

HV-151-F048A

HV-2121 0A

HV-21215A

HV-243-F023A

HV-01222A

HV-01224A1

Function

HX outlet valve

Pmp 1A Supp Pool
Suction valve

Injection inboard iso.
valve

Injection outboard iso.
valve

HX inlet valve

HX bypass valve

RHR HX 2A SW inlet
valve

RHR HX 2A SW outlet
valve

RX recirc pmp A
suction valve

ESW spray pond
bypass valve

ESW spray pond
header valve

Disposition

Alternate shutdown (Path 2) RCIC MOVs
may be damaged as a result of IN 92-18
scenario before isolation at RSP. However,
in that case the reactor could be-
depressurized using SRVs available on
RSP, RHR in LPCI mode for RPV makeup,
and suppression pool cooling
accomplished by alternate shutdown
cooling mode of RHR. To presenre this
capability, damage to RHR system valves
shown here must be prevented. Allvalves
are required to be available to support
operation of RHR system for decay heat
removal or Iow pressure makeup.

Valve must open to allow RHRSW flow
through RHR HX. Damage to valve must be
prevented.

Valve located inside contmt. and must
dose to prevent short cyding of shutdown
cooling flow. Inability to close willaffect
DHR capability of RHR.

Normally open; required dosed. Damage to
valve must be prevented.

Normally dosed; required open. Damage to
valve must be prevented.

Resolution

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Relocate Torque/Umit switches

Rewire existing interposing relays

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Relocate Torque/Umit switches

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Relocate Torque/Umit switches

Relocate Torque/Limit switches

Rewire existing interposing relays
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